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6 Case Study: Cost Of Not
Managing Sales Performance
If you title your sales manager a “Store
Manager” you’re making a mistake. The
store doesn’t need a manager. The
salespeople need a leader. They need a
coach. They need a teacher, a guide, a
caring mentor, a person who knows stuff
and can help them. Look at this real-life
example to understand why.

12 Retail Break Even Analysis
This article will demonstrate how to calculate your break-even point of sales. It
also provides real world examples of
ways smart retailers can reduce their
break-even points and level of risk.

18 Better Bedding Sales...
How High Should You Go?

46 Best Selling Design
Editors’ picks of best selling furniture and
accessory designs.

54 Sales Opportunity:
Gender Awareness - Part 3
This installment continues our discussion
about how women buy, and presents tips
furniture retailers can use to sell more by
creating sales initiatives.

64 Next Generation Planning
Here’s how to start planning for the
successful transition to the next generation to ensure your lasting legacy and
the security of families that depend on
you for their livelihood.

68 Mattress Advertising Wars
Some say that the major “S” mattress
brands have lost the high ground in
branding and advertising to TempurPedic. Should they be concerned? Larry
Mullins thinks so.

This is the first part in a series that looks
at how retailers can sell more higher-end
bedding. In this issue, we define the luxury bedding category, present information on customer demographics and
start to look at what experts say about
best sales practices.

80 New Media Marketing

30 Furniture Retailers Share
Their Stories - Part 6

This series of articles will share with you
direct response strategies utilizing “New
Media” marketing to nurture prospects
and turn them into long time customers.

FURNITURE WORLD’s retail home furnishings store readers share their stories
of survival, growth and service. This
series that commemorates Furniture
World’s 140 year of publishing continues with interesting stories from City
Furniture, Gabberts Furniture and
Furnitureland South.

90 Ergonomics & Injury
Prevention - Warehouse Tips
In our current era of robotics and other
high-tech solutions, it is easy to overlook
the necessity and importance of smart
manual handling.
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The Cost Of Not Managing

$ALES PERFORMANCE
Case Study: If you title your sales manager
“Store Manager” you’re making a mistake.
Sales Management by Joe Capillo

S

ump’m ain’t right in retail furniture
stores. Salespeople are employed
to generate sales revenue... at
least that is the way it’s supposed
to be. So what’s the problem? The problem is that in most stores, salespeople
are not permitted to reach their full
potential. It’s a shame, because helping salespeople to succeed isn’t rocket
science. It’s sales management... the
topic of this article.
A whole lot of sales training has been
done over the years. I began with Ethan
Allen in 1972 as a marketing representative in metro New York and northern
New Jersey. In 1976 I moved to the retail
side managing a group of salespeople in
Norwalk, Connecticut. At the time, Ethan
Allen was madly developing its dedicated store network, and took a wise view of

sales training for the people who would
be interacting with the American public
on its behalf. The work done by that
company still underpins much of the
sales training offered in the industry.
Years later as I began developing
sales and management training programs, my work was based on personal
observations and principles taken from
the early days. First, I believed then, and
do now, that salespeople in our industry
are under-trained, under-led, under-valued, and under-paid.
Given the: uncivilized lifestyle offered
by the nature of our business (evenings,
weekends, holidays); the amount of
information salespeople are expected to
know regarding thousands of products
from hundreds of different suppliers; the
stress of interacting with hundreds of different kinds of people each month
(including the crazies who own the business); the need to be an interior designer, an advisor, a service representative, a
computer expert, and a closer; it’s a
wonder the psych wards aren’t overflowing with furniture people. And for all this
salespeople can earn a whopping 5% or
less in commissions on their sales. The
daily agenda of too many independent
store owners seems to be to find ways to

Total revenue was
$395,577. If all
ed
three had perfor m
at A’s level, sales
revenue would
have been
#Customer
Name
Opportunities
$737,373.

reduce the pay of their salespeople – all
in the name of saving the company
money – so they can continue to be
under-trained, under-led, under-appreciated, and under-paid.
One thing I learned early on in my
career as a furniture guy is that I did not
manage “the store” – I had to be a
leader to my people. I had to serve them,
train them, coach them, support them,
be with them, be one of them. Let the
owner or someone else manage “the
store.” My job was to add dollars to the
top line (hence my book “Living on the
Top Line”) and that only happens out
there on the floor – where the salespeople and customers are. Any furniture
sales manager who is not on the floor
every hour the store is open is simply not
earning his or her paycheck. Let me
repeat that in other words: If you call
yourself a sales manager in a one-toone selling environment and you’re not
coaching someone, teaching someone,
encouraging someone, showing someone how to do it, every hour of every day,
you are not doing your job.
Oh, you may be doing what the owner
wants you to do, but you’re failing in
more ways than you know. In the vast
majority of independent furniture stores

Number Sold

Close Ratio

Sales
Revenue

Average Sale

Revenue per
Customer
Opportunity

A

470

171

36.6%

$240,097

$1,400

$511

B

430

135

31.4%

$155,161

$1,149

$361

C

543

111

20.5%

$139,964

$1,255

$258
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The potential gain
(or actual loss in
revenue) is over
$2.4 million for
this store.
there is a blind adherence to the way
things have always been done. Many
sales managers work under the people
who live by the credo, “If it was good
enough for my father and grandfather,
it’s good enough for me.” Nonsense!
Granddad would likely have been the
first one to take on new ideas and
technologies – that’s how he started
the business in the first place!

SALES MANAGERS ARE
PERFORMANCE MANAGERS
If you title your sales manager a

“Store Manager” you’re making a mistake. The store doesn’t need a manager. The salespeople need a leader.
They need a coach. They need a
teacher, a guide, a caring mentor, a
person who knows stuff and can help
them. Look at the real-life example
below to understand why:
The chart on the previous page provides sales metrics for three salespeople (A, B & C) who work in the same
store, with the same products, promotions, and opportunities. These are real
numbers for a three-month time period
captured electronically and verified.

Here’s the cost of not managing
performance: For the 1,443 shoppers
in this example, total revenue was
$395,577. If all three salespeople had
performed at A’s level, sales revenue
would have been $737,373. So,
somewhere between a zero improvement factor and the maximum
improvement there was $341,796 to
strive for. Would you take half of this?
So you can see this for what it could
mean, annualized improvement would

You never get a second chance
to make a first impression
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

White glove home delivery
Dedicated well-equipped modern fleet
Custom truck branding
Warehousing
State-of-the-art technology and reporting
Consumer surveys
On-site management and staff
LOGISTICS

We Deliver on the Details

703.530.0677
www.diakonlogistics .com
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For salesperson
B, the average
sale was 18%
lower than for
A’s customers.

be $1,367,184. Is that worth doing
something about? And, this is for three
people on a staff of ten! When this
analysis is extended over the entire staff,
the potential gain (or actual loss in revenue) is over $2.4 million for this store.
If your sales manager is in his or her
office, or behind the sales counter acting
like a support employee to save you a
salary, how does that decision look from
this perspective? If your gross margin is
44% and your performance looks like
this, you could have $1,056,000 additional gross margin dollars to pay for
one or more support employees so your
sales manager can go out and get these
revenue dollars – and have a lot left over
for other expenses and profits.
Other things of note about this example include the fact that the poorest performer had the most customer opportunities. That’s because not much happened much of the time and salesperson
C was always available to take another
UP. For salesperson B, the average sale
– the average amount purchased by buyers – was 18% lower than for A’s customers. Salesperson C closed sales at a
rate 43.5% lower than salesperson A.
This is the job of sales strategy, sales
management and the purpose of sales
training. This is what your sales manager
should be doing all day, every day. This
is what having a selling system – a strategic company initiative for how your customers are engaged and served is all
about. This is what technology can help
you to achieve, and why having a fully
integrated strategy that includes evey
point of customer contact from your
website to post sale follow up is critical.
But, here’s the sad truth about the
state of things in a large number of retail
furniture companies:
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$ALES PERFORMANCE...
• There are no statistics on any of the
things that need to be known, and
this lack of information can kill you.
• There is no integrated corporate
strategy for improvement because
there are no statistics showing what
can be improved or what needs to
be improved.
• There is no training initiative that ties
statistically monitored performance
improvement to specific behaviors
aimed directly at improving specific
metrics.
• Without sound, documented performance metrics, every fix can seem to
be too expensive.
• Training and strategic planning are
never tied together. In furniture retailing there is such a prejudicial leaning
toward products, prices, and promotions that the very core idea is missed
completely. This is a person to person business at the consumer level.
You don’t need to fix your lineup, you
need to fix your people and how they
interact at the point of contact.
• Most sales training programs retailers buy are generic and pointless
when it comes to improving the three
critical metrics in the selling equation:
Customer Opportunities (Ups), close
ratio, and average sale. That’s all
there are – there ain’t no more.
For all of you reading this, the way you
see the problem is the problem. If your
sales managers aren’t working on this
kind of stuff all day every day, if your
sales goals aren’t based on the reality of
true sales metrics scientifically gathered
and carefully analyzed by people who
know what’s going on out there on your
selling floors, if you don’t know exactly
how many shoppers are coming through
your doors every day and how many are
served by each salesperson, you know

virtually nothing about your business and
can’t take appropriate actions to
improve it. And, if you think you can rely
on manual counts, I’d like to talk to you
about a bridge I have for sale in
Brooklyn. Sound a little strong? Then go
back and look at those numbers again.
Joe Capillo is a furniture industry veteran with 35 years combined experience
as a retail consultant and retail industry
executive. He is a contributing editor to
FURNITURE WORLD and a frequent
speaker at industry functions. Joe makes
himself available for private consultations
on any aspect of retail sales management and sales education.
His recently published book, ”Living
On The Top Line”, available on
Amazon.com, helps furniture retailers
create and implement customer-centric
selling systems. Joe can be reached at
joecapillo@furninfo.com. See all of his
sales management articles on the information packed FURNITURE WORLD
website www.furninfo.com in the sales
management article archives section.

Subscribe!

FURNITURE WORLD
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Six powerful
issues.
In-depth articles
that help retailers
to boost sales,
cuts costs and
identify growth
opportunities.

Subscribe at
www.furninfo.com.
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Break-even Analysis For Furniture Retailers

risk MANAGEMENT
Lower your breakeven point and hang on to your cash reserves.
Financial Management by David McMahon

D

uring the recent recession, high
exposure to risk forced lots of
good retailers to go out of business. The culprit in many
instances was high fixed costs relative to
total costs. When consumer spending
suddenly slowed, businesses were
unable to respond in time. These retailers simply fell uncontrollably and quickly
beneath their break-even point of sales.
Losses were incurred, and eventually
their cash flow dried up.
Many businesses did survive the recession and remain profitable. They are the
businesses that have a greater proportion of variable costs (lower fixed costs),
and, therefore, shoulder less risk. You
see, businesses with more variable costs
in lieu of fixed costs are less susceptible
to sudden changes in sales volume.
Variable costs rise and fall in proportion
to sales and result in a lower break-even
point of sales. This gives retailers an
advantage over their competition in that
they have more time, or room, before
their cash reserves are depleted during a
sudden sales slump.
This article will demonstrate how to
calculate your break-even point of sales.
It will also provide some real world
examples of ways smart retailers are
reducing their break-even points. Finally,
at the end of this article is an offer to get

a free break-even calculator that you can
use to improve your business.
So, what is the formula for breakeven sales?
First, you need to have a clear definition of Fixed and Variable costs:
Fixed costs: These are costs that do not
change when sales fluctuate. Examples
are administrative costs, occupancy
costs, and salaries.
Variable costs: costs that go up and
down with sales. Examples are cost of
goods sold, sales commissions, finance
company fees, and credit card fees.

Contribution margin % =
(Sales – Variable Costs) / Sales
Let’s use the real life example of a store
we will call XYZ Furniture Stores. This
retailer has sales of $6,000,000,
variable costs of $3,800,000 and
fixed costs of $1,500,000 then,
Contribution margin % =
($6,000,000 - $3,800,000) /
$6,000,000 = 37% (rounded up from
36.67% for this article).

What complicates the retail costing
environment are the mixed costs. They
are a mix between fixed and variable
costs. Examples are: advertising costs,
distribution costs, and customer service
costs. To get a firm grasp on how mixed
costs affect your business you need to
ask yourself: if sales go up or down…
does this cost stay the same and, if not,
how much does it fluctuate?

What does a contribution margin ratio
of 37% mean? It means that after fixed
costs are covered, 37% of any sale is
straight profit. The remaining 63% are
variable costs.
So once you know your fixed costs,
variable costs, and contribution margin
you can easily figure your break-even
point of sales.
In the example cited above, retail
break-even for XYZ Furniture is:

CALCULATING BREAK-EVEN

Fixed Costs /Contribution Margin ratio =
$1,500,000 / .37 = $4,054,054

Once you have a good grasp of your
cost types, you can calculate your contribution margin ratio. This is the point
where fixed costs are covered. Any sales

“How many extra sales dollars do you
need to produce your desired profitability
and subsequent increase in cash flow?”
Loss Area

above that level contribute to profits at
your contribution margin rate.

This company needs to reach
$4,054,054 in sales before it makes 1
cent in profit out of total sales of

Profit Area
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risk MANAGEMENT
“It’s never too late
to switch fixed
expenses to a
variable structure
or transition to a
greater variable
proportion of your
mixed expenses.”

Total Sales Line
Break Even Point
Profit Area
Total Cost Line

Variable Cost Area

Loss Area
Fixed Cost Area

Diagram of break-even represents sales $ achieved per output of transactions. Costs are shown
on the vertical axis and sales volume on the horizontal axis.

$6,000,000. This is where the old saying
comes from that “Retailers don’t make 1
cent until black Friday.”
However, we all know that is only used
in a metaphorical way when thinking in
terms of a calendar year. Profit is made
each and every day once you crest your
daily break-even point. But due to the
weekends being responsible for the
“lion’s share” of business, you should
express your break-even as a monthly
sales threshold.
The monthly break-even sales level for
XYZ Furniture Store is $4,054,054/12
=$337,837 (without seasonal fluctuations). This is the minimum level of sales
that adds to cash rather than subtracting
from it.

REDUCING YOUR
BREAK EVEN POINT
Now that you are tracking break-even
properly, you CAN improve it.
It’s never too late to switch fixed
expenses to a variable structure or transition to a greater variable proportion of
mixed expenses. This will reduce your
risk exposure (financial leverage) and
maximize cash flow over the years.
Listed below are some real world
examples of how smart retailers are
reducing their break-even:
• Use a Contribution Margin Financial
Statement so you can easily calculate

14
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your break-even every month. This
consistent tracking enables you to
react FAST.
• Focus on margins.
• Increase availability of warranty
programs. If a dealer increases GM,
their BE falls. Warranty is the fastest
way to increase GM$ because when
sales go up, Cost of Goods Sold
goes down, and BE decreases.
• Offer various financing options.
• Use variable sliding sales
commissions on gross margin.
• Pay delivery crew by the stop or
piece rather than on salary.
• Set departmental budgets based on
sales levels rather than just dollar
levels – administrative, warehouse,
and advertising.
• Renegotiate rent as a percent of
sales rather than fixed cost.
• Set inventory levels that are based
on sales levels to incur variable carrying costs (15-16% of sales is
appropriate for a home furnishings
business. For a bedding operation it
would be much less.)
• Track return on advertising dollars
more closely with respect to selling
opportunities and traffic online and
offline.
• Employ efficient systems, procedures,

and equipment in business operations.
• Develop effective and fair vendor
credit programs.
• Pay managers and owners as a percent of sales and profitability rather
than just straight salary.
• Invest in advice and training that
impacts profitability and improves
sales.
Now that you have some practices
that will decrease break-even, what
results can you expect?
Please refer to the spreadsheet on the
following page. Again, XYZ Furniture is
generating $6,000,000 in annual sales.
First let’s figure net income using the formula: Net income = Sales – Variable
Costs – Fixed expenses.
In this example, the company has a
net income of $700,000 per year =
$6,000,000-$3,800,000-$1,500,000.
That’s a 12% bottom line ($700,000
/ $6,000,000 = 11.67%). And, by the
way, this is a real furniture retailer that
brought 12% to their bottom line last
year!
Here is a little bonus calculation for
you. What if you have done everything
you possibly could? You have established the lowest break-even possible
with your individual circumstances. Now,
you want to figure out how to prosper
further. How many extra sales dollars do
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Break-even Analysis For XYZ Furniture vs. High Profit & Average Stores
XYZ FURN

PERCENT HIGH PROFIT PERCENT

AVERAGE

PERCENT

Sales

$6,000,000

100%

$6,000,000

100% $6,000,000

100%

Cost of Goods

$3,300,000

55%

$3,270,000

54.50% $3,366,000

56.10%

Gross Margin

$2,700,000

45%

$2,730,000

45.50% $2,634,000

43.90%

$500,000

8%

$654,000

10.90%

$688,200

11.47%

Fixed Expenses

$1,500,000

25%

$1,722,000

28.70% $1,837,800

30.63%

Contribution Margin

$2,200,000

36.67%

34.6%

32.43%

$700,000

11.67%

$354,000

Variable Expenses

Net Profit
Break-even Sales
Break-even Sales/Month

5.90%

$108,000

$4,090,909

$4,976,879

$5,666,975

$340,909

$414,740

$472,248

1.80%

Above chart displays the real-life example of (XYZ Furniture with a comparison to retail operations that are considered high profit and
average performing. You can see that XYZ Furniture is out performing high profit stores. (Note: rounding is removed in this example.)

you need to produce your desired profitability and subsequent increase in cash
flow?
Let’s use our real life example of XYZ
Furniture whose management team,
said, “We want to be able to get our
profitability up by an extra $100,000 this
year. Although we continually seek to
improve our break-even we feel that we
have an efficient and effective structure
in place. What sales increase do we
need to get that extra $100,000 in profit?”
I responded, “Your sales last year
were $6,000,000 and you produced
$700,000 in net income. All we need to
do is take your fixed costs, add in your
desired operating income and divide by

your contribution margin %.”
This was all done in seconds from their
contribution margin financial statement.
We joked that it took longer to have the
printer generate the paper than to
answer this important question.
I added, “If your contribution margin
remains constant, you will only need
sales of $6,216,216 ($1,500,000 +
$800,000 / 37%) or just an increase of
$18,018 per month. And based on the
sales equation of Average Sale x Traffic x
Close Rate, that’s just a few more bebacks in the door every month or a couple more house call visits.”
We all agreed that with proper management, training, and execution an
extra $100,000 was possible!

The lesson here: Think PROFIT first
and then translate that to SALES.

Offer To Furniture World Readers:
Some powerful analysis tools have been
presented in this article, but you can,
create a more automatic Contribution
Margin Financial Statement directly from
your data. Just send an email to
davidm@furninfo.com and you will
receive a free break even calculator.
David McMahon is a management
consultant for PROFITconsulting, a division of PROFITsystems, Inc. For a complimentary discussion and demonstration
of how you can become a better retailer
and e-tailer, contact David at
davidm@profitsystems.com.

Groovystuff’s Unique Reclaimed Accents • Amazing New Sustainable Designs

Groovystuff
Revives Rustic
See amazing new rustic
sustainable designs &
support new furniture
design talent by voting in
our student design
competition.

Visit Groovystuff at The Suites At Market Square, Showroom G-1028
Not in High Point This Time?
Contact Groovystuff at
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Dreaming Of Better

BEDDING SALES?
Part 1: How High Should You Go?
by Russell Bienenstock

T

his is the first part in a series of
articles that will explain how furniture and bedding retailers can sell
more higher-end bedding. In this
issue, Furniture World defines the luxury
bedding category, presents information
on customer demographics and starts to
look at what experts say about best sales
practices. Subsequent installments will go
into additional depth, and provide practical tips to assist readers on topics that
include:
• Consumer motivations, wants and
needs.
• Practical sales approaches that work
for bedding salespeople.
• Merchandise mix and display adjustments that influence average sale.
• Advertising to bring in and set expec-

“There are going to be
fewer young affluents,
who are the most
promising luxury
consumers, by 2019,
so retailers will need
to work harder to
keep luxury sales up.”
- Pamela Danziger, Unity Marketing
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tations for the luxury bedding
customer
• Ways to build sales by presenting
top-of-bed products, adjustable bed
mechanisms and massage features.
• Best and worst bedding sales
practices.
Whether you sell mattresses in a full
line home furnishings retail store or are a
sleep specialist, the name of the game is
to generate higher average-sales numbers and better closing percentages while
concurrently enhancing customer satisfaction and loyalty. For many retailers,
doing a good job of presenting higher
end bedding can be helpful in achieving
these goals.

LUXURY BEDDING DEFINED
“Luxury is different for every person,”
says Pam Danziger, President of Unity
Marketing, a research company that surveys 1,200 plus affluent consumers. “We
survey affluent consumers defined as the
top 20 percent of households in terms of
income which today starts at about
$100,000. It seems like a fairly low number, people say, but they are in the top 20
percent, so we call them pretty affluent.
“These
consumers,”
continues
Danziger, “reported purchasing one or
more luxury goods or services in the
quarter. We have 22 major categories of
goods and services in our study and within them are many different products.
That’s 200 products and services and
bedding is one of them. We ask customers about their high end or luxury
purchases. It is self selected, self report-

ed data. The average amount reported
being spent on a mattresses in our survey
is about $3,000 dollars.”
Although higher end mattresses can
sell for $20,000, $50,000 or more,
there is some agreement on where, in
terms of price point, the better bedding
category begins.
Cory Ludens, Director of Learning and
Development for the retailer Mattress
Firm confirms Ms. Danziger’s observations. “We look at luxury bedding internally for a king at $2,000 and up and
queen at $1,600 and up,” he observed.
“We try to look at it from our customers’
perspective.
“As a retailer, we are educated about
the total gamut of products, so we know
that we can go out and find a Hastens
Mattress for $60,000, but most of our
consumers don’t know that. Our average
consumer’s expectation is that anything
about the $1,500 - $1600 level is luxury. But my opinion as Director of
Education and Learning is that anything
above the $2,500 range is a luxury purchase. At Mattress Firm, we do some testing of products that may go above the
$10,000 mark but generally we top out
at $10,000.”
“To the customer who can only afford
a $599 queen set, $999 is upper
end,” notes Ira Fishman a former buyer
at Sleepy’s and now executive vice president of sales for Anatomic Global.
Beyond what some or even most consumers consider “upper end”, there is a
lot of upside in quality and price. for
companies that produce or sell at much
higher price points than $999, the defin-
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ition of luxury and quality shifts quite a
bit.
Earl Kluft, President of E.S. Kluft provides his perspective. “We purposely
believe that most people can afford a
luxury product,” he says. “In the same
way BMW makes an entry level 330
series yet goes up to a 750, we too have
exceptional product at $2,000 all the
way up to $60,000. A good RSA quickly
determines the profile of the consumer
they are working with and will find the
right product that suits his or her needs.”
Andrea Mugnai, General Manager,
Magniflex USA takes the luxury car analogy one step further by saying, “Most
consumers would define a luxury mattress probably above $3,000. But we
offer some models, made with silver,
gold and even platinum tickings that can
run as high as $75,000. Look, a Honda
is a great automobile, but a Lamborghini
is a bit more exciting. The Honda has
four wheels and will get you where you
want to go, just like the Lamborghini. Yet
people dream about wanting a
Lamborghini, which is really what luxury
bedding is all about. Anyone can have a
bed, but not everyone can have a feature
laden mattress full of excitement and
performance features.”
Mr Mugnai’s comments point to a

major truth and also a difficulty retailers
face when trying to sell better bedding.
That truth is, that if bedding retailers can
get customers as excited about purchasing their ‘dream’ mattress as they do
about a ‘dream’ car, those retailers will
be much more successful. The challenge
retailers face is how to do this.
Before looking at specific steps bedding retailers can take, let’s consider for
a moment the comparative of purchasing a luxury car versus a higher-end mattress.
The luxury car offers the promise of
elegant transportation and the opportunity to own something that is beautifully
designed and engineered with the best
materials available. Expensive cars provide a feeling of power, entitlement, and
excitement. They can also send a message to the outside world and confirm to
a purchaser who sees his or her status in
objects, that he or she is financially successful, has style and class.
The owners of better bedding on the
other hand, do not often have the
opportunity to impress friends with their
purchase, get an adrenalin rush or
admire the classic lines of a recently
purchased mattress. Better bedding is
similar to a luxury car in that the best
materials and engineering are incorpo-

rated into its design, but these materials
are hidden in a bedroom, under the
sheets.
We asked Bill Hammer, President of
Shifman Mattress Company about how
bedding being placed in non-public
areas of the home affects the way that
consumers view its purchase. He
responded that, “Unfortunately, mattresses as a category are considered a
commodity until the consumer is educated. The fact that a mattress is a hidden
luxury, covered and tucked away in a
distant bedroom, only adds to that challenge. Status is no longer a purchasing
consideration.” According to Hammer,
“Education is key. Corporate/institutional
advertising reinforces the brand image
and luxury positioning. Promotional price
and sale advertising builds traffic. Once
a consumer hits the store, it is the RSA’s
opportunity to educate and point out the
luxury features and benefits to upsell the
customer. A good mattress is an investment in one’s well-being. Luxury consumers can afford to invest in the ultimate sleep experience.”
Even though consumers rarely take the
opportunity to buy a new mattress so
they can show it off, when an old mattress fails, or lifestyle circumstances
change, the shopping process cannot be

“We look at luxury bedding
internally for a king at $2,000
and up and queen at $1,600
and up. We try to look at it from
our customers’ perspective.”
- Cory Ludens, Mattress Firm

Hand crafted rolled edge. Photo compliments
of E.S. Kluft, maker of luxury bedding.
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8-Way hand tied boxspring. Photo compliments
of Shifman Mattress Company, maker of luxury
bedding.

further delayed. At that point, most consumers, many of the experts say, are
brought into stores by price advertising.
Since these potential buyers have only a
vague appreciation of the relationship
between mattress price, product features
and benefits, they have no option other
than to start shopping for a good deal
based on price.

INCOME, DEMOGRAPHICS
AND MATTRESS SALES
“As we look inside the category,” continues Pam Danziger, “If you look at who
is buying these mattresses, it tends to skew
to younger affluent consumers. They tend
to buy at life stages where they are buying
luxury goods anyway, so these are people
under 44 who are affluent.
“In the next ten years we will see a shift
in the age demographics of luxury consumers. There are going to be fewer
young affluents, who are the most promising luxury consumers, by 2019. That is
the most important demographic shift. So
retailers will need to work harder to keep
luxury sales up.
“More broadly, there is a window of
affluence from 35-54 years old. That is
the sweet spot for luxury goods including
bedding. People from 55-64 do not have
as much income, but it is still at a fairly
high level.
“Luxury consumers overall have really
been hit by a value shift… a shift in how
they perceive value. Now value is not
about the price. It is about the meaning.
And when I look across the landscape of
mattress retailers, one of the things that is
a real challenge for the mattress industry
is that everywhere I look there seems to be
a mattress retailer sitting on one corner of
the street or another. I don’t understand
how there can be so many stores, and
how they can all keep the lights on, all
looking the same and screaming discounts to draw people in. Inside, most of
these stores provide a totally uninspiring
experience in merchandising and display.
They sell similar looking white boxes. The
stores have white walls and the only hook
is the discount. It’s an unfortunate situation and it doesn’t help a retailer who
needs to sell at higher margins. If you are

only competing on discounts, somebody
somewhere is going to sell it cheaper than
you.”
Ms. Danziger makes the point that if
bedding retailers don’t put forth a compelling and obvious value proposition that
infuses meaning into the bedding purchase experience, they will have an
increasingly hard time selling to the new
luxury bedding consumer.
“Luxury consumers today,” she notes,
“are smart, have money to spend and are
willing to spend it if the value is there.
Tempur-Pedic is a good example of a
brand that has put forward a new sales
approach and positioning, providing
information to the consumer that is meaningful and helps them to make smart decisions. If you, as a retailer, can provide
your customers with information that
helps them to become smarter shoppers
and helps them to understand your value
proposition in a clear and convincing
way, then they will be willing to spend
more.”
“Yes, consumers are more savvy today
than they were ten years ago,” echoes
Matthew Connolly, President of Eclipse
International, a division of Bedding
Industries of America, manufacturer of the
Eclipse, Hemmingway, Therapedic,
Eastman House and Playboy brands.
“Consumers from the ages of 28 to 45
are the target demographic for luxury
bedding today. Today’s luxury buyers tend
to be younger professional people. They
don’t have time to shop a product by
going into stores, so they go online and
find out what the materials are. They
learn, for example, the benefits latex provides or visco foams. They do their homework to put together what is best for them,
and then shop the item fast and furious.
And even more so by telephone. These
people are comfortable with information
they are seeing on the internet and they
are making the right decision based on
the homework they’ve done. And more
people are buying better bedding
because of that. It hasn’t discouraged
people or confused them. For retailers
and manufacturers, the stronger your
information on the internet, the better
your opportunity to sell luxury bedding
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“The Honda has four wheels and
will get you where you want to go,
just like the Lamborghini. Yet people
dream about wanting a Lamborghini, which is
really what luxury bedding is all about.” - Andrea Mugnai, Magniflex
and separate yourself from everybody
else who is just selling a commodity.

IDENTIFYING THE LUXURY
WALK-IN CONSUMER
There will always be smartly dressed,
high income consumers who walk into a
store and want to buy the very best, but
since the recent “great recession” this
has become less common.
“There are people who walk into
Bloomingdales and say ‘what’s the most
expensive mattress you have? Give me
two,’” says Earl Kluft.
“We have several luxury categories
from $4,000-50,000 and the demographics are different for each. A person
who buys a $33,000 bed has two
homes, maybe more, could have a private jet, drive expensive cars, eat in nice
restaurants and live well.”
He says that consumers who buy his
most expensive mattresses are the same
people who understand luxury, who buy
a Mercedes instead of a Lexus or a
Viking Range instead of an “over the
top” appliance at Sears. “The real luxury consumer who buys a Viking Range,”
notes Kluft, “feels pride of ownership,
knows that it looks great in the kitchen,
that it holds the temperature a bit better
than the Sears appliance. The person
who buys the Sears appliance, who is
more practical will feel that each appliance will cook a turkey. The same is true
for bedding.
“For a store like Bloomingdales, customers won’t be shopping there unless
they want to buy a luxury product.” It is,
therefore, safe to say that sales associates at Bloomingdales can assume that
everyone that walks through the door is
a luxury customer. But what about stores
that have a more eclectic or less luxuryfocused clientele? Consensus among the
experts interviewed for this article is that
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even in stores that have a broad selection of products including promotional
sets, salespeople should make an effort
to start the sales process by showing the
very best. They may not buy the most
expensive mattress on the floor, but they
certainly deserve to have the experience.
We will discuss some common bedding sales mistakes and, their causes
and remedies later in this series, but
“one of the worst mistakes,” says Peter
Marino, author of ‘The Golden Rules of
Selling Bedding’ and ‘Don’t Lose Those
Bedding Sales’, “is that salespeople
assume to know how much their customers can afford to spend. They generally make such assumptions based on
how well their customers are dressed or
on what kind of car they’ve parked in the
store’s parking lot, or based on their own
experience that most of their customers
don’t seem willing to invest in their most
expensive sleepsets.
Second, they
assume to know how much their customers want to spend. Assumptions
have a strange way of being both cause
and effect.
“Salespeople who mainly sell their
mid-range sleepsets get to believe that’s
the only range most customers want to
purchase; salespeople who believe that
customers only want to purchase their
mid-range sets reinforce their tendency
to sell mid-range sets.”
This self reinforcing tendency is what
FURNITURE WORLD Magazine’s contributing editor Joe Capillo refers to as
“nothing fails like success.” In a June
2010 article he noted that, “nothing fails
like success because some shoppers
respond to these methods, and some
shoppers buy something and become
customers, so you think you’ve got the
right approach.” The fact is that even
some of the best bedding salespeople
are underselling customers, giving them
less than what they really deserve in

terms of quality.
“This same mindset,” continues
Marino, “goes on to affect how they conduct the technique called comfort selling,
the technique by which they have the
customer get on two mattresses which
differ greatly from one another in the
way each feels. The objective of comfort
selling is to help customers find their
comfort level. The mindset that most
customers won’t invest in a store’s more
expensive sets gets these salespeople to
have the customer lie on two mid-range
sets. Doing that tends to increase the
likelihood that the customer will not purchase anything above a mid-range set.
“While we are discussing this mindset,
let’s also discuss how sales managers
often contribute to it by establishing quotas that are based on volume alone. As
a result, the salespeople who hardly ever
sell their more expensive sleepsets can
still consistently make quota. In that way
while salespeople still make quota, the
company fails to sell enough of its finer
premium bedding where its greatest
profitability lies. Meanwhile, a large
number of customers end up on mattress
sets that simply cannot meet their full
requirements for a good night’s sleep.
Commissioned salespeople end up losing too, because in the same amount of
time it takes to sell a medium priced
sleepset, they could be selling a higher
priced one that would benefit the customer, the salesperson, and the company.”
Cory Ludens at Mattress Firm, agrees
that the luxury consumer can be anyone
that walks into his stores, “ Most people
who come in have come in off of an invitation generally in the form of an advertisement, and in those ads we may invite
them in on a $399 product or a $699
product or a $99 product,” he says.
“And that sets their expectation as far as
price. What we are trying to do by start-
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“The reality is that a school teacher
will probably not spend 10,000 on a
mattress, but he or she may spend
$4,000 which would be $3,000 more
than the average person.”
- Matthew Connolly, Eclipse International

ing them higher is to level-set their expectation.” We typically do not
start asking a customer if there is a price range they are interested in
early on. We make the assumption that they are in to see the full range
of our products and we start at the higher end. If we get an indication
from the customer that isn’t what they want to do, we certainly are
equipped to show them anything they want to look at.
The final word on prejudging customers comes from Eclipse’s
Matthew Connolly. “We were all taught not to prejudge customers,” he
says, “but that doesn’t mean that we shouldn’t be aware of our surroundings. Longs Bedding in Manhattan is going to have a different
clientele than a sleep shop on Steinway. If you have access to a higher income consumer who lives, for example, in a high income community such as Great Neck, NY or Manhattan or Chattham, NJ, then
definitely don’t pre-judge them. Some customers come in wearing
jeans and a tee shirt, and others have on a mink, or an Armani suit
and a ten thousand dollar Rolex. As an experienced salesperson you
should kind of know where you are going to steer this kind of customer. The reality is that a school teacher will probably not spend
$10,000 on a mattress, but they may spend $4,000, which would be
$3,000 more than the average person.
Avi Barssessat, the chief executive officer of Hollandia, a luxury
manufacturer specializing in “luxurious, restorative and advanced
sleep systems” adds. “Our experience around the world is that the
definition of the luxury consumer can be quite broad. It is someone
who wants a great experience in bed. It is not defined by economic status necessarily. Therefore, stop thinking about the sales process in
terms of how much money they have to spend, but rather what their
requirements are. We have sold premium sleep systems to school
teachers as well as Wall Street executives.”

A $50,000 MATTRESS ON YOUR FLOOR?
Hollandia’s Avi Barssessat, says, “Yes, I think it is imperative that all
bedding retailers participate in the luxury segment. Candidly, they
need the margins luxury products can deliver to supplement the lack
of profit they are making from carrying promotional bedding. The specific steps you need to take is better training of RSA’s. You can’t sell on
price like you do with promotional bedding. Also, like any luxury item,
the consumer is going to have questions and the RSA needs to be
informed to handle these in the proper manner.”
Pam Danziger, believes that having luxury mattresses represented on
furniture and specialty retailers’ sales floors is important. “Across all
categories, she explained to FURNITURE WORLD, “When we ask consumers if they are more likely when confronting the purchase decision
to go for the good, the better, the best or the best of the best, the greatest percentage of the people choose the better category. The best of
the best is chosen by about 15 percent, good is chosen by 20 percent
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DREAMING OF BETTER SALES?
and the bulk of the people say they purchase the better category. That’s where
people believe they are maximizing their
value. There is a lesson here for how
retailers can position bedding products.
Most consumers don’t purchase the best
of the best, but are drawn to a product
with a better position. Retailers need to
include options that include good, better
and best. Now is a good time for bedding retailers to reposition their better
products by bringing in a higher priced
best product.
“Fashion designers have known the
value of this strategy for years. They
don’t make money on their couture lines.
These are their loss leaders. They put out
couture dresses and clothes to position
their ready to wear lines more successfully. Their couture line repositions what
comes underneath. So if your store is
selling more thousand dollar than three
thousand dollar mattresses, and the top
of the line in your store is $5,000,
maybe it is time to bring in a couple of
ten thousand dollar models. So instead
of a ‘how low can you go’ focus, you’ve
made the 3-5 thousand dollar range
Joma Wool. Photo compliments
of Stearns & Foster, maker
of luxury bedding.

look much better.
“It’s all about changing the meaning
proposition. It’s a mistake to focus on
money when serving the affluent market.
Instead focus on meaning.”
Dr. Robert Oexman, Vice President of
the Sleep to Live Institute, explains that,
“A lot of retailers will put an $8,000
mattress on the floor that is a showpiece
and start the sales process there.
Obviously customers are going to love
the mattress, but it may be more than
they can afford to spend. From there the
retailer can show and sell a $5,000
model and that might be $2,000 to
$3,000 more than they originally intended to spend.”
Bill Hammer, President of Shifman
Mattress Company, agrees. “I always
recommend starting with the top-of-theline mattress. This accomplishes several
things. First, it establishes a benchmark
of quality and comfort and reinforces the
brand’s interpretation of extreme luxury.
This measure serves to gauge the comfort and performance of each level of
bedding that falls beneath it. Are they as
comfortable as the superior model?
Probably not, which further supports
upsell potential. Second, establishing
this top-down procedure prevents the
store from underestimating a consumer.
Luxury consumers have the means to
invest in a great night’s sleep.”
Hammer is quick to point out that
many consumers equate
value with price alone.
There is much
more to value

than price. A high- end mattress is crafted from premium materials with performance standards built in. The comfort,
quality and corresponding life of a mattress is important to value considerations. This is yet another opportunity to
upsell the consumer.

CONCLUSION
In part 2 in this Furniture World series
we will look at practical ways that retailers can shift the emphasis on price to
value through advertising, display and
sales approach. Success depends on
moving consumers away from looking at
bedding as a commodity and helping
them to see that our higher end mattress
and add-on products can offer something precious; the dream of a better
night’s sleep.
In wrapping up this installment, let’s
ask a final question. What if you could
lead your customers to experience a bed
that is so comfortable, so supportive and
so inviting that they find themselves smiling and at ease. And what if while doing
this, they envision, without much of a
sales pitch, the possibility of falling
asleep quickly and effortlessly every night
and waking up refreshed.
This is not the promise, nor the experience of a mere luxury item like a car or
dining table. It can be a glimpse of how
much better their lives could be. And
once people get the taste of such a powerful image or feeling, a standard is set
that is hard to shake off. Their expectations are reset. Stay tuned.

“I assume that every customer can afford the top of
the line, and it is only until they say that they don’t
want that one, that I will show them something
else. You don’t want to assume that they won’t
spend for a great night’s sleep. ” - Bill Hammer, Shifman Mattress Company
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RETAIL FURNITURE HERITAGE

1800-2010
Retail Furniture Stories -Part 6
by Janet Holt-Johnstone

I

f you’re heading for the U.S.
Upper Midwest, and if your
scheduling doesn’t happen to
include a visit to Minneapolis/
St. Paul, the twin cities, it should!
There’s history of all sorts waiting
for you at the confluence of the
Mississippi and Minnesota Rivers,
from the early days of the Dakota
nation and the military location of
Fort Snelling in 1819. The Fort is
close by St. Anthony Falls, the only
waterfall on the Mississippi River,
the source of power for sawmills,
later flour mills that, in time,
turned the area into a world-leading
centre of flour production.

They are cities of “firsts”; the first
public art gallery in the upper
Midwest and the nation’s first basilica, Our Lady of Lourdes. The year
1948 kicked off native son Hubert
Humphrey’s notable career when
he
was
elected
Mayor
of
Minneapolis. He was one of the
organizers of the Minnesota
Democratic Farmer-Labour Party,
and initiated the country’s first
Fair Employment Practices ordinance. A delegate to the 1948
Democratic National Convention,
Humphrey became a U.S. Senator
that same year, later serving as
Vice President under Lynden B.

Don Gabbert started
selling tires and
appliances, but
transitioned to
furniture in the
1950s.
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Johnson.

GABBERTS - 1946
They are vibrant cities with citizens to match. Like entrepreneur
and visionary Don Gabbert. Don
was a distributor for U. S. Royal Tire
in 1946, and opened his first store
in downtown Minneapolis selling
tires and appliances and, for a time,
marine and boating equipment
undoubtedly inspired by the area’s
many lakes and waterways.
Don and his wife, Louise, went to
California on holiday in the ‘50s.
While there, they saw and admired
well-made, maple Early American

Selling signs are used
throughout the display
rooms. These signs
offer comments and
information on
particular pieces of
furniture. For example,
a sign on a Colonial
chest greets the
customer with the
question: "Why Is This
Piece Different?”
- Article on Gabberts
May 1970 FURNITURE WORLD
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Furniture World feature article
on Gabberts from May 1970. Don
Gabbert dedicated the lower level
to what he described as a
“smattering of furniture, Odds &
Ends, where nothing is perfect,
except the price”, and the
“Garden Court”, a welcoming
oasis for coffee and children’s
playtime. Telephones were
strategically placed throughout
the store so that customers could
call for sales assistance.

Gabberts works with
about 200 furniture
manufacturers and, if one
adds in the resources for
custom design work and
specialty, the vendor
count is over 2000.

A vignette from 1970. Gabberts’ had
individual designer offices, separate
conference rooms, work areas, and sample
displays.
furniture. Don recognized the
opportunity and was the first to
jump on the brand new home furnishings bandwagon in the Upper
Midwest. He closed his other stores
and introduced with his new venture, two levels of furniture and
accessories with a decreasing
emphasis on appliances.
At the end of the decade,
Gabberts opened the current
Minnesota showroom in Edina, a
suburb of Minneapolis. Again two
levels, a total of 40,000 square feet,
Don dedicated the lower level to
what he described as a “smattering
of furniture, Odds & Ends, where
nothing is perfect, except the
price”, and the “Garden Court”, a
welcoming oasis for coffee and children’s playtime. It was an area
heavily used during the long, chilly
Minnesota winters. It was Don’s
philosophy that shopping for home
furnishings should be a “comfortable, enjoyable occasion for his
guests”. To this day, The Coffee
Shop
continues
to
provide
Gabberts’ associates with an opportunity to act as gracious hosts.
Gabberts made a display breakthrough at this point. During this
era, most furniture dealers lined
their furniture up like soldiers in
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mass displays, and only occasionally set up vignettes which they then
roped off from customers. Don
reached for more sophisticated
visual merchandising. He wanted
his “guests” to be able to visualize
how the furniture would look in
their own homes and almost all his
inventory was vignetted and thoroughly accessorized. The new concept caught on and success
demanded more space.
In 1962, the store was more than
doubled in size to 92,000 square
feet, with warehousing and furniture finishing on the lower level.
The Garden Court was expanded
and updated and the general office
area within the store was relocated
and enlarged.
By 1965, Gabberts desperately
needed more warehouse space, and
a separate distribution centre was
built nearby.
The following year, they initiated
the two price tagging system and
discount pricing. Again, to this day,
Gabberts has two prices. The tag
shows both manufacturers’ suggested retail price, and Gabberts’
discounted price. By 1966, sales
volume had risen to about
$7,500,000 annually.

Don rose to Chairman of the
Board in 1970, relinquishing his
position as President to his son,
John. His philosophy of “just one
store in one location” continued. He
was convinced that customers
would drive the extra distance to
see a large, diversified selection of
furniture under one roof, and that
satellite stores were inefficient and
unnecessary.
But by 1973, the winds of national expansion arrived at Gabberts’
threshold. The Minneapolis store’s
sales were $12 million annually,
and Don and John decided to duplicate their store in another major
market, one with similar demographics. Dallas was chosen.
Gabberts opened a 100,000 square
foot store with an adjacent distribution centre. In the first half of that
same year, Dallas recorded impressive sales figures.
The Gabbert family now purchased the complete tract of land on
which the Minneapolis store was
located. They established the
Galleria Shopping Centre as a mall
for “stores of distinction”. Today,
with the Gabberts store as anchor,
the Galleria is operated by Gabbert
& Beck, the real estate division of
the Gabbert family firm. In 1991,
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the expansion of the Galleria Mall increased Gabberts’
store to 104,000 square feet.
During the downturn in the economy in 1973-74, the
Dallas store began to suffer reversals and, for the next few
years, failed to reach many of the goals necessary to make
it a contributing factor to overall company profits. The
great potential of the Dallas market seemed to evaporate,
in spite of the efforts of many loyal and talented associates.
But Don continued to have faith in Dallas despite the
national recession. In 1980, he returned from semi-retirement to active duty within the company. John left to grow
and expand the Room and Board furniture concept he had
initially developed as a division of Gabberts. His brother,
Jim, became President of the company. Don’s standards
remained intact, offering superlative customer service,
delivering honest value and elevating the role of good
taste.
Many of the original company guidelines were re-instituted and refined in both markets with Don as advisor.
Expenses were closely analyzed, product mix challenged,
departments restored, inventories increased and a strong
programme of advertising was resumed.
Sales in both stores were again brisk by 1984, with both
markets generating around $2 million in sales monthly.
Emphasis was placed on generating sales volume, but Don
held to his vision that, “We are not only in the furniture
business. We’re in the business of taking care of people”.
One year later, Gabberts Minneapolis added a Lighting
Studio. Retail space was leased across the street and “outdoor”, the only category not represented in the parent
store, was added; Gabberts was now a full service furniture store. Wicker, rattan and casual dining were also
moved to this store which they named Gabberts Casual.
In Texas, Gabberts expanded their operation in May
1987 with a new 70,000 square foot store in Fort Worth.
With the close proximity of Dallas and Fort Worth,
Gabberts was able to utilize the same warehouse and
some of the same media, yet reach a different customer.
The close of 1987 was the beginning of a new era for
Gabberts. Jim and his oldest brother, Tom, bought the
company from their father, Don. Jim became the CEO and
Chairman of the Board.
The Gabberts were well aware that the decade of the
‘90s ushered in changes to the furniture industry at a
pace never before experienced. On the fashion front they
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“We will continue to honour and
leverage the 63 years of
Gabberts brand heritage and an
award-winning interior design
team to markets currently
underserved at the premium
level.” -Rod Johansen, HOM’s President & CEO
Don reached for more
sophisticated visual
merchandising. He wanted his
“guests” to be able to
visualize how the furniture
would look in their own homes
saw that eclecticism, or the practice of mixing design elements in
the home, was becoming the rule
rather
than
the
exception.
American lifestyles were turning
casual, tossing off the constraints
of formal décor. Industry analysts
reasoned that consumers no longer
wished to “live up” to their furniture, and feet-up comfort became
the common fashion theme. And,
last but not least, global sourcing
was rapidly transforming the manufacturing landscape.
In 1991, an additional 45,000
square feet was added to the
Minneapolis store, now 152,000
square feet. Gabbert Casual’s merchandise categories were incorporated into the new space.
In 1993, another addition was
made to the Texas market,
Gabberts Furniture Outlet just “one
big Texas block from the main
Dallas store”. Approximately
30,000 square feet, this showroom
served as a clearance centre for
discontinued, dropped, returned
and special purchase merchandise.
Ten years later, the Outlet moved to
a larger location just north of the
Dallas store.
In the year 2000, now 27 years
young, Gabberts’ Dallas underwent
a major facelift, a reinvention
based on how customers shop. It
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was finished a year later and the
result was a combination of convenience, fashion, drama and art.
The millennium brought pressures felt by most American retailers. “Rising costs of conducting
business, competing consumer priorities and more competition in
general, added up to diminished
profitability and the need for well
thought out business restructuring. At the core of this challenge,
was the call for carefully focusing
on real competitive strengths and
fortification of brand image.”
Gabberts elected to resize its
business to address the realities of
market dynamics and to best leverage its long-standing equities following lengthy analysis of operating performance. The first major
change was the decision to leave
the Texas market.
Their attention turned next to
the flagship store in Edina. In
2007, a major $5 million renovation was unveiled, improving store
appearance and, most important,
customer friendliness. They “listened to clientele” and created a
showroom which was easier for
“guests” to navigate with natural
light and a “fresh buoyant atmosphere”.
Gabberts works with “about 200
furniture manufacturers and, if

one adds in the resources for custom design work and specialty, the
vendor count is over 2000. Our
strength lies in the breadth and
depth of the merchandise offerings,
encompassing a range of styles and
prices to meet the greatest variety
of needs”.
Three years ago, Gabberts was
acquired by Twin Cities-based HOM
Furniture, the regional furnishings
leader at the high-quality, moderately-priced level. HOM is a local
and privately owned family-oriented business with a history of maintaining strong brands and a commitment to the communities it
serves. HOM has brought to
Gabberts a strong infrastructure,
buying power, distribution networks and extensive service capabilities, helping Gabberts grow its
“highest-quality” brand regionally.
In 2009, Gabberts celebrated not
only the 50th anniversary of the
Design Studio, but also its unique
seminar programme for consumers. “Over the years customers
have trusted Gabberts to provide
professional guidance to make the
most appropriate decisions in the
interior design of their homes and
office, casual enough for day-to-day
living and elegant enough for formal entertaining. Relaxed enough
to be Minnesotan, but elegant
enough to be internationally cosmopolitan, a sophisticated blending
of old and new, refined and primitive.”
Gabberts believes their “eureka
moment” occurred when HOM
Furniture acquired the company;
“It has resulted in a strengthening
of the brand. HOM cared deeply
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Pictured above is Furnitureland South’s campus
and at left, the Mart, a huge 18th century
highboy replica, a striking landmark in the city
and a tourist destination in its own right.
about the integrity of the brand
and is not only perpetuating it but
expanding it.” The strategy to grow
the brand across the Upper
Midwest was part of the acquisition
plan. The new locations, Sioux
Falls, SD and Sioux City, IA, will
capitalize on HOM’s strengths and,
utilizing the resources of Edina’s
Design Studio, will afford a higher
level of design services in these
new markets. Grand Openings are
planned for spring 2011.
During the transition to new
ownership and the addition of
Gabberts to the HOM Furniture
portfolio of brands, it became critical to identify and protect
Gabberts’ brand in order to maintain the legacy Don Gabbert established in 1946. It was a period of
learning. “Concentrating on perpetuating the brand while also unifying the organization through
processes, staffing and inventory
systems, created confusion for the
Gabberts’ associates who interpreted these necessary changes as possibly eroding the brand. On the core
HOM Furniture side of the business, learning softer approaches,
the importance of custom capabilities and longer selling cycles, were
valued as passive approaches to
the retailing market.
“Merging the talent of both staffs
and the strength of both brands
was a delicate dance where each
partner needed to observe great
care to avoid stepping on each
other’s feet. There was no absence
of growing pains during this
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process, and both brands have benefited greatly by the Gabberts
acquisition.
“Ultimately, the decision to insulate and protect the Gabberts
Brand became the single most
important decision to move the
brand forward. It enabled Gabberts
to first stabilize, then grow, the
retail sales to a pedestrian shopper
while allowing resources to grow
the distinct and specialized Design
Studio portion of the business. Reenergizing the Gabberts Brand has
allowed the vision of the founder,
Don Gabbert, to continue support
of the community during customer
events, has attracted industry personalities to participate in intimate
seminars for the consumer and for
designers, and has enabled the
company to participate with the
design community.”
We asked the question, “What one
issue, cause or policy stands out
among all others that ensured the
success of your business, benefited
your customers and your community?” The answer, “When Gabberts
was acquired, it was a defining
moment for the brand, the retail
store and the design studio. Making
difficult decisions to eliminate
staff, processes, overhead and
changing the usual way of conducting business both externally and
internally, were critical to profitability. Dramatically reducing
costs, saving quality people and
increasing sales while making the
effort to stay on brand, was a total
team effort. Every department was

affected, be it information systems,
sales, operations, real estate,
accounting and, of course, human
resources. The effort became a rallying cry for cooperation in every
department and on every level.
Consistent scheduled meetings
with both teams in every area, kept
the new Gabberts moving towards
a leaner, more focused company
that ultimately put life back into
the store.
“The institution, in 1959, of not
only a design studio, but also a
unique educational yet entertaining programme was Don Gabbert’s
way of recognizing that, in order to
serve his clients most fully, he
needed to provide accredited, professional design advice and also
help the client to develop confidence in their decisions based on
honest and authentic sharing of
information through seminars and
workshops.
“Presentations and events are a
very ‘soft sell’ opportunity.
Gabberts has a unique position in
the community and is known for
sharing authoritative and entertaining information in a generous
manner. We continue to feel that
these are differentiating factors
that help Gabberts maintain its
leadership position in the home
furnishings industry.”
“We see many opportunities to
deliver Gabberts’ design expertise
and product selection to more customers across the five-state Upper
Midwest service area,” said Rod
Johansen, HOM’s President and
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Pictured is Jason Harris, Executive Vice
President of Sales, Stella Harris, Senior Vice
President, Darrell Harris, President and Jeff
Harris, Executive Vice President of
Operations.
CEO. “We will continue to honour
and leverage the 63 years of
Gabberts brand heritage and an
award-winning interior design
team to markets currently underserved at the premium level.”

FURNITURELAND SOUTH
And here’s another dramatic
“first”, and it happened only last
year! The American Furniture Hall
of Fame made the wise decision to
induct Darrell and Stella Harris,
the founders of Furnitureland
South, the first time in the
Foundation’s 22-year history that
a couple had ever been nominated.
Each fall the Foundation hosts a
gala banquet during the October
High Point Furniture Market to

recognize the inductees, each of
whom receives the “Affie”, the
industry’s highest honour. They
then become permanent members.
In the presence of more than 400
industry leaders, Mr. and Mrs.
Harris were praised for “the steady
stream of innovations they’ve
brought to the furniture shopping
experience, for their emphasis on
consumer value and for the many
philanthropic projects they have
supported”
Said Darrell in accepting the
award, “We’re just blown away!” He
attributed their achievement to
“prayer and hard work”, then
acknowledged his friends, family
and employees. “I was told early in
my career that you don’t have to be

the smartest, you just had to hire
the smartest team. And I was told
you don’t have to be the best looking, so I hired and married the best
looking woman!”
Stella’s remarks focused on three
ideas: “Being blessed, thankful and
the importance of relationships.”
Modestly, she deflected credit for
the honour, and insisted, “I don’t
think we’re any more deserving
than anyone else in this family
business. I’m kind of the background person. Darrell is the
visionary.”
So let’s go back a bit and retrace
the Harris’s Odyssey. It all began in
1969, when endowed with a “big
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Furnitureland South began in
1969, when endowed with a
“big idea, an old truck, a
few catalogues, and some
showroom samples.” Pictured
is Darrell Harris in 1972
and a Furnitureland truck
from 1969 before the Darrell
and Stella Harris built
their first 17,000 square
foot showroom.
idea, an old truck, a few catalogues,
some showroom samples”, two little boys and a lot of chutzpah,
Stella and Darrell took their entrepreneurial first steps towards what
was to become Furnitureland
South, the largest and one of the
most beautiful furniture showrooms in the world, more than 1.3
million square feet, truly a “destination” store, with more than 700
dedicated associates.
They could not have chosen a better location, right in the heart of
the Piedmont Triad of North
Carolina. Back in 1856, the city
gathered itself together at the highest point of the North Carolina
Railroad between Charlotte and
Goldsboro where it intersected the
1852 Great Western Plank Road, a
central location which allowed for
the delivery of raw materials like
cotton and lumber and processed
goods in and out of the city, and

ARE YOU A RETAILER
with an interesting story?

th

BE PART OF OUR 140
YEAR CELEBRATION

Our editors are looking for more
furniture retail histories to feature
in future issues. Call 914-235-3095
or email russ@furninfo.com
for more information.
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contributed to its early growth. The
area was settled before 1750 with a
high proportion of Quakers and
German immigrants who came in
search of affordable land, good climate and an opportunity to create
a principled and ordered community. High Point was incorporated in
1859, and the first of many High
Point furniture factories was
opened in 1889.
A university city since 1924, by
1969 High Point was beginning to
diversify its economic reach and its
growth included not only furniture,
hosiery and yachts, but banking,
photography and pharmaceuticals.
It was in an atmosphere of cultural
expansion and optimism that the
Harris’s venture grew and prospered. By 1977 they built their
first 17,000 square foot showroom.
In 1980, they added 20,000 square
feet to accommodate new gallery
settings.
In 1990, Darrell made the bold
decision “to move Furnitureland
South away from Main Street, High
Point where most furniture retailers were doing business, to its current location off Business 85. The
new 228,000 square foot showroom offered significantly more
display area.” This was the jumping
off point, and “represents the
beginning of dramatic growth for
the company throughout the ‘90s.
1990 also marked the inauguration
of a new era in the family business;
sons Jason and Jeff became more
involved after spending their childhoods mowing the company’s lawn,
carrying out trash and moving

“thousands of pieces of furniture”
for their parents!
The campus continued to expand
with the addition of the 500,000
square foot Mart in 1999, the stateof-the-art distribution centre in
2001 and, most recently, the newly
redesigned and expanded Outlet
Centre.
The Mart is a huge 18th century
highboy replica, a striking landmark in the city and a tourist destination in its own right.
A “special time” in the history of
Furnitureland was the opening of
the “newly constructed 250,000
square foot distribution centre.
Complete with an innovative rack
system and pickers, this climatecontrolled environment ensures
that no two pieces of furniture
touch, and the inventory is meticulously tracked, inspected and
shipped. This innovation affords
Furnitureland South the logistical
capacity to receive and send furniture all over the world.”
The Harris’s have shipped to
more than 50 countries and are
staffed with International Sales
and Design Consultants who assist
with travel arrangements, lodging
and local transportation. Plus product selection, interior design, space
planning and measurement conversion, sales order documentation, commercial invoices and shipping authorizations and preparation of freight and forwarding
charges. After all, it’s a global economy these days!
Much aware of the world’s need
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JAIPUR HOME
Discover The Latest Trends
In Reclaimed & Repurposed Design
In stock from our US
warehouse or direct
container.
Generate excitement with
Jaipur Home’s “Reproducible
one-of-a-kind items.”
Styled and built to last
by Indian craftsmen in
our own factory.

See Us In High Point & Las Vegas
High Point - Plaza Suites #410

Tel: 479-273-1525 Fax: 479-254-0877
2601-9 SE "J" Street Bentonville, AR 72712 • Email: sjohari@jaipurllc.com • website: www.jaipurllc.com

We never Outsource!
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to sustain our environment, they
unveiled an Eco-Friendly furniture
gallery, the Eco-Link, a first
(another one!) in High Point, NC. It
is located in the glass-encased
walkway that connects the Mart
and the Showroom buildings.
Furnitureland South made the
decision to join the Sustainable
Furnishing Council, and many of
the manufacturers showcased in
the Eco-Link are also members of
the SFC. “The Eco-Link ‘links’ us to
the earth and to our vendors who
are embracing sustainable manufacturing processes,” said Jason

Harris, now Executive Vice
President of Furnitureland South.
“This is a first step for our organization to publicly recognize that
our earth needs a movement of
people to save it for future generations. Our industry can have a huge
impact on a problem that is not
going away. We just want to do our
part.”
The Eco-Link is an experience for
shoppers they won’t quickly forget.
“A few steps into the 400 foot glass
encased walkway you know you’re
somewhere special. The soothing
sounds of water features and birds
singing in the background mixed
with the fresh scent of a Pacific
breeze”... how do the Harris’s persuade their customers to go

Stella and Darrell Harris,
cement their names into the
American Furniture Hall of Fame’s
Walk of Fame in High Point.

home?!
All the furniture shown in the
Eco-Link has “green” properties.
This is accomplished in several
ways: harvesting and milling timber from the manufacturer’s own
renewable forests; using timber
from government certified forests;
using “clean” paints and finishing
products; using organic materials
and fabrics; using recycled materials such as metal springs and using
natural materials like water
hyacinth.
From the beginning, Darrell
Harris and his family have recognized the value of strong relationships with vendors, employees,
customers and the community.
Establishing decades-long partnerships with manufacturers and positive relationships with employees
and customers alike has been fundamental to Furnitureland South’s
success. Equally rewarding are the
opportunities for the Harris family
and Furnitureland South employees to share their success with the
local community through organizations like Habitat for Humanity,
Brenner
Children’s
Hospital,
Victory Junction and the Salvation
Army.
Not long ago they participated in
an episode of ABC’s hit show,
Extreme Makeover Home Edition
in Loris, South Carolina. The
episode featured the young Suggs
family who “had just begun a family of their own when they took in
Amanda’s six brothers and sisters
to prevent them from being placed
in a foster home”. Derrick Suggs, a
police officer, had inherited a house
built by his grandfather in 1953
with a leaking roof, rotting foundation, exposed electrical wiring and
cracked asbestos siding. The team,
along with racing legend, Jeff
Gordon, several WWE wrestling
stars and more than 2,000 local
volunteers, built a new, safer home
for the family in just seven days.
And they invited Furnitureland
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South to provide all the furniture
and accessories required to make
the house a home.
Sales and Design Consultant,
Stephanie Portaro, with the assistance of the team, chose the furnishings in one afternoon; then
Furnitureland South’s distribution
and delivery teams went to work.
Two days later, the truck pulled up
to complete the home on time.
Stella Harris said she was glad
for the opportunity to be involved.
“We’re doing this because it’s part
of our philosophy as a company. We
like to help others. We’ve been very
blessed to have the business that
we do in these tough economic
times, and we feel very blessed to
be a part of this.”
A couple of years ago, they
launched their “Dream Home”
advertising campaign with a newly
redesigned interactive website, and
an endorsement deal with Jim

Nantz, National Sportscaster of the
Year. Also, Furnitureland South’s
outlet centre was redesigned and
expanded to 300,000 square feet.
Take a look at their website,
www.fur niturelandsouth.com.
Dazzling. And one asks, what does
the future hold for the Harris’s?
How many more “firsts”?

CITY FURNITURE
Entrepreneurs tend to create
and/or attract “firsts”. Kevin
Koenig’s vision took flight in the
summer of 1971. With a brand new
MBA from Florida Atlantic
University, he worked in a small
shop after graduation for a few
weeks during his vacation in
Provincetown, Massachusetts. By
the time he travelled home to Fort
Lauderdale, Kevin had saved
$1,500, enough to launch his first
venture. And, oddly enough, considering his focus, the first modern

version of waterbeds was invented
in San Francisco and coincidentally
patented in (guess!) 1971.
The waterbed was originally created to enhance medical therapies
in Scotland in the mid 1800s, and it
was a full 100 years before Kevin’s
forward thinking concept came on
the scene. Mark Twain had
described
the
benefits
of
waterbeds, “for invalids whose
pains will not allow them to be on a
less yielding substance”, this from
The New York Times. But as the
waterbed came into its own, so did
Kevin.
He called his first 800 square
foot store, “Waterbed City”. Kevin
hand cut and stained wooden mattress frames at night, and sold the
completed product during daylight
hours. He also felt a mission to
educate his potential customers
about the merits and benefits of his
healthy lifestyle beds He adver-

Green features at City Furniture's new Boca Raton,
Florida, showroom include: High-performing, low-emitting
glass that lets in light without excess heat. Bike racks
and preferred parking for low emitting and fuel efficient
vehicles, a feature wall with cherry wood Hitchcock paneling
made from reclaimed wood; shades that operate automatically
to conserve energy, and recyclable Amtico flooring.
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Customers are invited to enjoy fresh-baked
cookies and hot coffee while strolling through
their showrooms, and to bring their children to
enjoy the experience.

tised judiciously, his product was
high quality and his customer service exemplary. Waterbed City soon
outgrew its original size and he
expanded to a 1,400 square foot
showroom with a broader range of
product offerings. More showrooms soon followed when Kevin,
his brother Keith, and friends Mike
Lennon, Garry Ikola and Steve
Wilder formed a partnership. The
team added “a more complete bedroom experience” with dressers,
mirrors and nightstands.
In 1990, they realized that
waterbeds had reached a consumer
plateau, and the group quickly
introduced innerspring mattresses
to their stores. “The company
exploded” and, a few short years
later, Waterbed City evolved into
City Furniture, offering not just
bedroom furniture but a full line of
home furnishings including living
and dining room, wall units, home
theatre and ready-to-assemble
pieces.
City Furniture and Ashley
Furniture Brands have been in
partnership for more than 20
years, and they formalized their
friendship in 2005 when City
Furniture was selected to be the
owner
operator
for
Ashley
HomeStores in South Florida. Over
the years City has opened eight
Ashley HomeStores showrooms.
Ashley has grown to be America’s
“number one” home furnishings
retailer with over 400 showrooms.
They consider City a key partner,
and are committed to build upon
the successful relationship.
The dream that became the new
Boca Raton superstore began its
long march to reality in 2004. “It
took seven years to secure the
prime location we wanted on

Airport Road, and two more to
bring it to fruition,” said
President Keith Koenig. “But it
was worth the time. It’s the only
location in Boca Raton that efficiently draws from both east and
west communities. We’re 20 minutes away to well over one million
people.”
The 93,680 square foot superstore represents an investment of
$12-plus million. At the opening,
Greater Boca Raton Chamber of
Commerce CEO and President Troy
McLellan said, “The Airport
Authority finally got the right tenant!” Mayor Susan Whelchel, in
conversation
with
Airport
Authority Chairman Paul Carman,
alluded to the length of time it had
taken to “do the deal” and Carman
joked about “getting a large check
every month from their new tenant!” City Furniture’s ground lease
with the Boca Raton Airport
Authority will help support local
economic growth, with rent going
to enhance airport operations.
The new superstore, built by
Stiles Construction and designed
by architectural firm Garcia
Stromberg, takes its inspiration in
part from the neighboring Boca
Raton Airport. Rooflines are
unique and memorable, a wing-like
roof defining the Ashley Furniture
HomeStore, and a dramatic vaulted
roof over City Furniture, recalling
the shape of historic airplane
hangars.
“This opening is truly about sustainability – both economic and
environmental,” said Keith. “Our
company’s roots are in South
Florida, and we’re deeply committed to grow with and help sustain
this region. We’re pleased to have
generated more than 200 construction jobs, and to be adding about 50
new retail jobs as we launch the
store’s operations.” Overall the

company employs more than 800.
And,
“about
sustainability.
Innovative and ‘green’ from its
rooftop solar tubes for (natural)
daylight harvesting, to its (dramatic suspended) LED track lighting
inside and out, ‘building green’ is a
natural extension of our corporate
values and sustainable practices.
Going forward, we’ll look to achieve
LEED certification in every location where that’s doable,” Koenig
said, noting that several new stores
and renovations are on the boards
for 2011 for the firm.
The building is one of just a handful of furniture stores nationwide
that has been built to LEED standards, and the project team is seeking certification from the U.S.
Green Building Council. The highefficiency energy management system,
heat-reducing
features
throughout and strategic use of
natural light will conserve energy.
Koenig believes the store should
save about $30,000 a year on electricity as a result of some of its ecofriendly features. “When it comes
to return on investment, it’s a slam
dunk,” he said.
Distinctive interior décor has
been achieved from reclaimed or
recycled materials. “Some of the
visible design elements include a
reclaimed cherry wall, slanted win-

“Our company was
started with the vision
of an entrepreneur
and each one of our
associates are asked to
run the business as if
it were their own.”
-Keith Koenig, City Furniture
March/April 2011
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Departments in
City Furniture’s
Naples, FL store.

Koenig believes the store
should save about
$30,000 a year on
electricity as a result of
its eco-friendly features.
dows in the front of the structure
with barely visible shades to protect the interior from the heat and
light, and recyclable Shaw carpeting,” wrote Marci Shatzman of The
Boca Raton Forum who attended
the opening. “The store also
includes irrigation and landscaping
systems that use 78 per cent less
water and even the urinals are
designed to use 42 per cent less
water. The company recycles all its
furniture packaging and is phasing
in green cleaning products.”
A statement in City’s website,
www.cityfurniture.com,
under
“Our City Family”, defines Koenig’s
attitude towards existing and
potential associates. “Our company
was started with the vision of an
entrepreneur and each one of our
associates are asked to run the
business as if it were their own.
Collectively we work for the common good of City Furniture and the
customers we serve, driving the
growth of our business. When the
business grows, we all grow and
prosper with it – and that’s a great
thing.”
“Continuous
learning
and
advancement” is encouraged with
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City’s Center for Excellence which
is their “Corporate University”. It
“offers you professional development opportunities ranging from a
comprehensive new hire orientation program to on the job training
programs specific for your position, to leadership development
programs and much more. Our
training programs consist of a
blended learning approach comprised of computer-based learning
modules and on the job training
activities. We even offer an extensive learning library where you can
select books and audio tapes to help
you improve your knowledge and
your skills.” Plus a “tuition reimbursement program” is also on
board to help associates “earn your
degree so that you can pursue
other endeavors in the City
Family”. The sky’s the limit!
Also a website feature, “Our
Community”, reviews some of the
charities, schools and other nonprofit organizations supported by
City’s team, and invites the browser to join them in “making a difference, giving back to the communities in which it does business”. A
few, Habitat for Humanity, Holy
Cross Hospital, City of Hope, World
Harvest Missions Haiti, United
Way, University of Florida and
many others..
At the grand opening, red balloons were to be seen on 70 items in
a silent auction. Koenig announced
that 100 per cent of the proceeds
would go to Hospice by the Sea, and

the
Adams
Center
for
Entrepreneurship
at
Florida
Atlantic University. Keith’s brother
and business partner, Kevin
Koenig, who died in 2001 at the age
of 54, received care from the hospice and had a master’s degree
from FAU’s business school.
It is not surprising that this highspirited, lively corporate team felt
moved to introduce fun to their
showrooms. Customers are invited
to enjoy fresh-baked cookies and
hot coffee while strolling through
their showrooms, and to bring their
children to enjoy the experience.
Interactive video games and the
latest music videos are provided to
keep them busy and entertained!
The future? The heart of City
Furniture’s business strategy now
involves reconfiguring its network
of stores to grow ‘smarter and
greener’. Three smaller stores
were recently closed at Boca Raton,
Pompano Beach and Lantana,
anticipating that the Boca Raton
store will draw regionally and produce substantially higher revenues. City now has 14 namesake
stores, and nine Ashley Furniture
HomeStores throughout Southeast
and Southwest Florida. Koenig
plans to roll out its next-generation
store format and increase the number of adjacent Ashley Furniture
HomeStores going forward. “By
parking once to visit two distinct
showrooms, our customers can see
the widest selection in the least
time.”
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And, if demand for home furnishings continues to improve in 2011,
he said the firm plans to begin:
•Constructing a new 56,000
square foot City Furniture store
in Cutler Bay to Silver LEED
standards and renovating the
firm’s existing store, located on
an adjacent site, as an Ashley
Furniture HomeStore.
•Fully renovating the City
Furniture store in Pinecrest’s
Dadeland area, expanding with a

second floor.
•Building a new Ashley Furniture
HomeStore next to the existing
City Furniture store in West
Palm Beach.
•Creating a new Ashley Furniture
HomeStore on Federal Highway,
Fort Lauderdale at the former
Modernage store, pending negotiations now underway to lease a
portion of that property to a
bank.
This year, Koenig expects a rise

of up to 10 per cent in home furnishings sales. “2011 will be a turning point for the furniture industry”.

NEXT ISSUE
Next month we will continue this
series that commemorates the
140th anniversary year of FURNITURE WORLD Magazine.
These are your stories, the tales
you told us, the dreams that
became realities.
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BEST SELLING DESIGN

Home Trends and Design
Elran
Contact information on index page 96.
Contact information on index page 96.

AP Industries
Contact information on index page 96.
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Korson

Bush Industries

Contact information on index page 96.

Contact information on index page 96.

Huppé
Contact information on index page 96.
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BEST SELLING DESIGN

A.A. Laun

Contact information on index page 96.

Berkline

Contact information on index page 96.

Coaster
Contact information on index page 96.
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Keystone
Abbyson

Contact information on index page 96
Contact information on
index page 96.

Agio
Contact information on index page 96.
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BEST SELLING DESIGN

David Francis

Contact information on index
page 96.

Horizon Home
Contact information on index page 96.

Magnussen
Dutailier
Contact information on index page 96.

Contact information on index page 96.
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Curveside

Starbay

Contact information on index page 96.

Contact information on index page 96.

West Bros Furniture

Contact information on index page 96.
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BEST SELLING RUG DESIGN

Jaunty

Contact
information
on index
page 96.

Feizy

Contact information on index page 96.

AMS

Rizzy
Contact
information
on index
page 96.
Contact
information on
index page 96.
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Capel

Contact
information
on index
page 96.

Loloi

Contact information on index page 96.

The Rug
Market

Surya

Contact
information
on index
page 96.

Contact
information on
index page 96.
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Your Golden Sales Opportunity

GENDER AWARENESS
Part 3: Optimize the sales process to address the needs
of the men, women and children who visit your store.
Sales & Management Skills by Margarett DeGange, M.Ed.

I

n the past two issues of FURNITURE
WORLD Magazine this series on gender awareness discussed how your
business will vault 10 steps ahead if
you take gender differences seriously. All
you need to do is adjust your approach
to meet the requirements, needs and
wants of male and female customers.
Part 1 looked at differences in the way
men and women research purchases
and what they expect, in general, from
their shopping experiences. Part 2 presented tips furniture retailers can use to
sell more by creating sales initiatives.
These articles are archived on the
www.furninfo.com website. This month
we will continue with a discussion of how
to address the problem solving concerns
of men and women. The series ends with
simple script for greeting a customer and
opening up dialogue.

HOW MEN AND WOMEN
SOLVE PROBLEMS
Many customers enter your store

because they are trying to solve a problem. Problems include situations such as
needing more space in a child’s room,
combining two very different styles in a
family room, or setting up a home office
for peak productivity. A good sales person can navigate his or her way through
the sales process in a way that makes the
buyer know that the problem has been
solved brilliantly.
Aside from shopping to solve problems, many customers run into problems
during the sales process or even after the
sale. The way we handle these issues
determines whether or not we can realize
the lifelong value of a customer.
Men and women both want to solve
problems. Male and female salespeople
as well as male and female shoppers
want to see a good result. The way we
go about getting a good result differs
based on gender, and it is vital that we
adjust our gender style to satisfy the
expectations of those we deal with in any
given situation.

“Men typically want to be in control of
solving the problem, or at least assert their
capabilities towards contributing to a solution.”

When a problem occurs, men tend to
continually look towards the result.
Sometimes they have a definite idea of
what that is, and sometimes not, but they
stay focused on outcomes and not so
much on the process of getting there.
Men also typically want to be in control
of solving the problem, or at least assert
their capabilities towards contributing to
a solution.
Because they are more intuitive than
men in terms of picking up on communication cues and styles, women are apt to
come across more problems while shopping than men do. If they sense a sales
clerk, sales person, or business owner is
insensitive in any way, the sale can easily be lost.
Women, although certainly concerned
with a good outcome, actually focus
more on the process involved, on the
communication that takes place, and the
methods used to solve a dilemma. They
are focused on how polite, caring, and
respectful the interactions are throughout
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“We have a lot to look at (chuckle). If you
prefer, I can leave you to breeze around and
I’ll be nearby if you have any thoughts or
questions.”

the process of solving an issue. The
process is just as important as the goal
for women, and you can lose a customer
permanently if you are not also concerned with these interactions.
Women tend to want to talk through
issues and share their feelings related to
the issue, even if these feelings seeming-

ly are unrelated. They want to explore
the possibilities for solutions, too. They
want others to see the big picture.
Men prefer to get right to the end
result, and may even trample on feelings
during an exchange, not to intentionally
hurt or harm, but to get more quickly to
the finish.

Here are some points to consider
when solving problems with men and
women:
• With women, allow them to voice
their entire concern. If they had a
product that was defective and you
can easily replace it, but they want to
talk about how someone on the
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“You should absolutely make the investment for
a space that will keep kids thoroughly engaged. ”
phone was rude, allow them to share
the entire experience from their point
of view. Remember, with women it is
not about “stuff” but about trust.
Even if someone was rude, you can
regain their trust by showing that this
matters to you and that the matter
will be properly addressed.
• With men, get right to the point,
don’t beat around the bush or make
excuses, and take full responsibility
for the issue. If the problem cannot
be solved in a way the customer
required, ask him to give you input
on a good way to solve it, since he
wants to be part of the solution.

THE CHILDREN
OF YOUR SHOPPERS
I do not consider children shopping
with parents to be a problem, but I discuss it here because not knowing how to
handle children in a showroom can be a
source of discomfort and difficulty for
both parents who want to shop, and
sales professionals who want to visit with
clients without distraction.
Most children are well-behaved, but
there are times when parents loose sight
of the fact that the building they are in is
actually somebody’s place of business.
Children may run around without supervision, or even damage furnishings or
disturb other shoppers, which of course
is not fair to others.
This is an extremely delicate situation.
As business owners and sales people, we
may want to correct someone else’s
child, and think it is our right, but this
can put us on thin ice with parents.
Parents can get pretty sensitive about
someone else telling their child what to
do, and it can actually cause you to lose
a sale. Still, you don’t want to be held
hostage either.
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Usurping authority over a parent by
speaking directly to the child is never a
good idea, as it undermines the parent’s
authority. Parents, and especially mothers, seem to be much more sensitive on
this issue than men are. Women tend to
feel embarrassed that their children are
not behaving well, and they can become
quickly defensive, and even angry as a
way to hide their embarrassment.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
There is no easy answer, and each
case is different, but I have two suggestions for getting control over the situation. The first is to speak kindly and gently to the parent and say something that
gets them focused back on the children
long enough for them to take control.
You could say something like, “Do the
children enjoy shopping with you, How
old are they and what are there
names?”, or “introduce me to your children”. This could actually cause the parent to gather up the children to introduce
them to you. Children—even unruly
ones— love attention, just like big people do. By respectfully looking them in
the eye and with a friendly smile and a
sincere compliment, you could actually
help them to calm down. Children want
to be SEEN.
The second idea is a common one
that is used quite often, but not in the
best way possible, and that is to set up a
play area for children. If many of your
shoppers have children, it is of high
importance that you provide a well-put
together room for them to play in, one
that is almost magical, and one where
even “big” kids will want to snoop
around!
If you can devote an entire room (or
area of a room) to this purpose, that’s
outstanding. It is not enough to have a
little space with a few books and low

interest toys, with white walls that feel
boring. You have to go full out, and electronics is the name of the game here.
You should absolutely make the investment for a space that will keep kids thoroughly engaged. Having multiple game
systems and multiple controls is a good
idea. Furnish it with comfy, colorful
couches and chairs. Make the space
exciting! Hire someone to do special
paint effects on the walls. Put the Disney
channel on a large mounted TV screen,
or have a selection of kid-friendly DVD’s.
In the space, also include some great
interactive toys, like a Little Tykes kitchen
or a Lego table (or both). Choose toys
that are safe and that seriously appeal to
both boys and girls of many ages. If the
space is totally cool, kids will flock to it.
If it is a pitifully boring and “babyish”
space, they’ll choose to do somersaults
on your showroom sofas instead.
The kid’s space should be very clean,
and you should make sure it gets a good
cleaning daily. Keep it neat, too. You
might consider hiring a young person to
be in your store on busy family days,
someone who could be called on to
monitor the room when kids are present.
Choose someone “cool” who likes kids,
likes to clean up, and who knows how to
keep control while still letting the kids
feel they have a little bit of control, too.
A super cool kid’s room will impress
moms and dads to the max (which can
mean maximum sales). It helps you to
quickly gain trust and show you care,
which starts things out on good footing.

GENERAL SCRIPT
FOR OPENING UP DIALOGUE
Now you have some good information about how men and women shop
and buy. You also now have an understanding of the importance of creating a
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marketing and sales process geared towards women
and then tweaked to men once they are in the store. At
this point, I want to leave you with something concrete
that you can use TODAY.
Here is a simple script for greeting a customer and
opening up dialogue. It is a basic guideline of how you
can initially approach a customer visiting your showroom:

The Greeting: Greet the customer in a nonchalant,
not too assertive way within a few seconds of her coming into the store. Don’t greet her the second she enters
since she needs to make the mental transition from the
outside environment— and the task of “getting there”—
to the inside environment and the possibility of meandering about.
Say hello, and make a sincere greeting, then go from
there in a gentle, authentic, conversational manner, as
if you were talking with a friend. Here is a simple example script:
Sales-pro: Hi, come on in (Then leave a few seconds
of space).
Sales-pro: How are you doing today?
Shopper: Good thank you.
Sales-pro: That’s good to hear. Are you getting some
time for yourself to do a little browsing?
Shopper: Yes, actually I only have a few minutes until I
have to get back to work.
Sales-pro: Well I’m glad you could stop by. What
brings you in?
Shopper: Oh, I’m thinking about replacing some
pieces in the family room so I thought I’d get some
ideas.
Sales-pro: Well that’s always fun—getting a peek at
the different styles and possibly getting to pick something totally new. Do you have a general idea of what
you might be looking for?
Shopper: Not at all, so I really just want to look if you
don’t mind.
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“Well that’s always
fun—getting a
peek at the
different styles
and possibly
getting to pick
something totally
new. Do you have
a general idea of
what you might
be looking for?”

Sales-pro: I can totally understand that.
We have a lot to look at (chuckle). If you
prefer, I can leave you to breeze around
and I’ll be nearby if you have any
thoughts or questions, and I’ll check
back with you in a few minutes to see if I
can offer some additional help.
Check on her after a few minutes with
an open ended question to gain access
into HER thoughts and to get a sense of
where she is in the process. You CANNOT be of help to her or SELL her anything unless you know where she is emotionally! A good open-ended question
might be:

Sales-pro: What are your thoughts as
you're thinking about your home and all
of the styles out there?
Continue the dialogue from there as you
offer your knowledge and expertise in a
skillful but sensitive way.

MORE ON OLD DOGS
To an old schooler, a script like this
seems crazy, because it is not quickly
getting to yes, but women do not buy
that way. They get to yes another way.
Slow and steady wins the yes. Women
are too smart for a hard sales pitch. They
do not need you to talk them into buying
anything. They will tell you when and
what, and if they will buy, and you will be
there to guide, facilitate, and support
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them in the process. You have to TRUST
that making a sincere connection—
making a friend—is the most solid way
to the sale, and to the lifelong value of
each customer.

Suggested Reading:
• “What Women Want” by Paco
Underhill
• “How We Decide” by Jonah Lehrer
• Why We Buy” by Paco Underhill
• “Just Ask a Woman: Cracking the
Code of What Women Want and
How They Buy” by Mary Lou Quinlan
• “Marketing to Women” by Mary Lou
Quinlan
• “Marketing to Women: How to
Increase Your Share of the World's
Largest Market” by Marti Barletta
Margarett (Margo) DeGange, M.Ed. is
a Business and Design Coach in the
Home Fashions Industry. She creates and
delivers custom training programs for
managed businesses and their sales consultants to help them communicate better
with customers and increase sales and
profits. Margarett is a Writer and
Professional Speaker, and the President
of The DeGangi Group and The
DeGangi School of Interior Decoration,
with both on sight and on-line courses in
Interior Decorating, Marketing, and

Redesign. For almost 20 years she has
helped individuals and managed business owners in the interior fashions and
decorating industries to earn more while
fully enjoying the process.
Two of Margo’s popular products for
furniture store owners and their sales
professionals are The Decorating School
Crash Course Power-Ed Pack (9 design
lessons on video/audio with 12 hours of
content), and the matching Decorating
School Crash Course Learner Files to
measure learning, provide added interactivity, and motivate sales consultants to
own their opportunities for growth.
Visit Margo DeGange’s website at
www.DecoratingForProfits.com for more
information. Send email and questions to
her at Margarett@furninfo.com.

“Even if someone was
rude, you can regain her
trust by showing that this
matters to you and that
the matter will be
properly addressed.”
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Your Furniture Business & The

NEXT GENERATION

Planning transition to avoid disagreement, misunderstanding and conflict.
by David Lively

T

oday at work, you probably
signed a few checks, met with your
Sales Manager, talked to a ticked
off customer and placed an order
for a container of sofas. Heck, you’ve
even been known to clean the toilets. So
goes a day in the life of a typical furniture store owner.
It’s all part of running the show,
because you’ve been entrusted with the
stewardship of your company’s
resources. But one of your most important responsibilities rarely makes it to
your To Do list and is missing from most
job descriptions: Transition. The successful transition of these resources to the
next generation ensures your lasting
legacy and the security of the families
who depend on you for their livelihood.
A comprehensive transition plan can
be aptly compared to a team relay race.
Planning and practice before the big
event guarantees a seamless, clean and
professional handoff when the current

... Junior
Dad has to leave me
dreaming of
in charge! I’ve been
since I was
running this place
10 years old!

leader completes their leg. Sadly, many
business owners watch everything
they’ve spent decades building fall from
the grasp of unprepared hands. A wise
plan, thoughtfully developed and implemented over time, is the only safeguard
against failure. Botch this transfer, and
you stand to lose the gains you’ve
worked for over the years.
When retirement beckons and the
time for transition can no longer be
denied, the typical furniture store owner
will call a lawyer to draft a will, a broker
to divvy up investments, and an accountant to reduce estate taxes. These highly
skilled professionals are highly recommended for every business; however,
they are too highly specialized in their
respective fields to counsel you through
a comprehensive transition of wealth as
well as responsibilities to your relatives
and heirs.

TRANSITION OF WEALTH
Although all generations involved in a
family furniture business should be
involved in discussions on transition, the
process must start with the elder generation. They are the ones who decide if
they are going to transition their wealth,

how they are going to do it, when it will
be done, and with whom they will discuss
it. There are only three places your
wealth can go after you’ve gone: It can
go to your heirs, it can be given to charity, or it can go to pay taxes. The typical
plan is to divide the estate equally
among all heirs while paying as little tax
as possible, and to have little or no discussion about these plans prior to death.
These questions swirl in the mind of
every elder business owner, but they
often go unspoken:
• How can this inheritance shape the
lives of future generations?
• How might this inheritance be a
distraction?
• Are my heirs mature enough to
receive this inheritance?
• What is the best time to provide this
inheritance?
The answers are frequently indicated
in a will which has been written to distribute wealth when certain conditions
are met. “When Johnny turns 40…” or
“Upon Susie’s graduation from college…” This approach is common, but it
won’t create a legacy in the family or the
family business. There are situations

“One of your heirs may have been dreaming
of running the show ever since they played
“furniture store” as a kid, while another
wants to be a dentist or join the circus.”
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NEXT GENERATION PLANNING
when it is not appropriate or productive
to disclose your plans, but this does not
relieve you from the responsibility of
interacting with your family and instilling
your vision and values for handling the
estate and the family business. A wealth
transition plan is an opportunity to openly discuss differences while the head of
the family is still able to help resolve
them.

TRANSITION OF
RESPONSIBILITIES
Having a plan in place to transition
your wealth is not enough. Your will allocates assets, not responsibilities. You
must also plan to transition daily responsibilities to your heirs and employees if

By the time
Junior is in charge I
am sure he will have
gained the maturity
to run this place.

• Would a non-family employee perform better than a family member?
• Does each heir have the skillset,
experience, education and talent
necessary to perform daily tasks and
fulfill long term obligations?

WILL THEY DO IT?
Do your heirs want to run the family
business? Even if they possess the skills,
do they have the desire? Will this be a
satisfying, fulfilling career for each heir?
You may have an heir who can spot
home furnishing trends, merchandise the
floor and hit margin goals every time—
but can’t manage people. Another can
motivate salespeople and train new
employees but can’t read a balance
sheet. Yet another may excel at long
range planning and organizational strategy, but couldn’t buy a bedroom group if
their life depended on it.
One of your heirs may have been
dreaming of running the show ever since
they played “furniture store” as a kid,
while another wants to be a dentist or
join the circus. It’s up to the elder generation to develop a transition plan that
matches the skills and desires of the family and communicate about it clearly with
each family member.

YOU CAN’T
TAKE IT WITH YOU

you want the doors to stay open long
after you’ve left the building. Experience
has shown us time and time again that
people do not have the same skills to
manage wealth, let alone the ability or
desire to run the family business.
Transitioning responsibilities is harder
than dividing dollars and cents or distributing stocks and bonds, because you
must examine the skills and desires of
your heirs:
• Can they do it?
• Who is best equipped to lead each
department?
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One thing we know for sure: you can't
take it with you! Aging, illness or death
obviously trigger transition, but many
would rather ignore this inevitability than
prepare for it. The tendency to shrug off
estate planning beyond creating a will
does not serve families well. The hand
off of your family’s wealth is going to
happen regardless of the steps you have
taken or avoided. Ignoring tensions that
exist below the surface in an attempt to
avoid family conflict will only result in
indignation and disunity. Addressing
your concerns and sharing your insight
will have a multi-generational impact on
your family, and is the responsible thing
to do. Begin the process by considering

these questions:
• Was there a time in your life that
wealth was transferred to you following the death of a family member?
• Would you characterize the process
as positive or negative, and why?
• Was the process planned or haphazard?
• Were you offered guidance and
advice during a transition period, or
was the wealth and responsibility just
dumped on you?
• Who do you consider your heirs to
be?
• Are they ready in terms of ability,
maturity, and character to handle the
family estate?
• How ready are they to know the facts
about the family business and the
family estate?
• Is there the real possibility for disagreement, misunderstanding and
conflict as a result of the decisions
you have made or avoided?
• Could your input help resolve these
before things get out of control and
blow up?
• What are the actual needs of your
heirs?
• Does dividing everything equally best
meet the needs of everyone
involved?

THE RACETRACK,
NOT THE DEATHBED
Professional athletes spend hours
each day practicing, training, listening,
learning and applying their skills. In a
furniture store, it’s easy to lose focus on
winning the relay race and become distracted by checks that need to be signed,
managers who need direction, customers who need pacifying, sofas that
need to be ordered and toilets that need
cleaning. Further complicating the situation in family-owned businesses are the
relationships between fathers and
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Sure, Junior has
been dreaming of running
the store, but let’s face
it, he’s a loose cannon
who will run this place
into the ground.

daughters, mothers and sons, nieces and nephews. We are more
than employers and employees; we are partners, parents and
care givers. The depth and importance of these relationships
magnify the need for a plan to transition wealth and responsibilities in family business.
The transition of wealth and responsibility should happen
while our hands still hold the baton and crucial relationships are
still intact. John Wesley said, “My own hands will be my executors.” The racetrack, not the deathbed, is the place for training.

“Having a plan in place to transition
your wealth is not enough. Your will
allocates assets, not responsibilities.”
David Lively, partner at The Lively Merchant, has over 20 years
hands-on experience in the home furnishings industry, from the
warehouse to the sales floor to the boardroom. He has walked
the walk and talked the talk from the family-owned, single-site
store to the multi-state, multi-million dollar operation; from sales
training to computer programming; from warehouse construction
and operations to financial management; from new store construction to complete renovation. Twice named to the "Beyond the
Top 100" list of independent retailers and 1997 "Ohio Retailer of
the Year,"
David's wisdom was won on the front lines of a furniture store
and his battle scars have given him compassion for counseling
today's retail warrior. David’s experience has led him to address
the issues of the transfer of authority, responsibility and wealth
from one furniture store generation to the next. The surviving
legacy of your family business depends on your plan for transition, and David has developed a system for helping to identify
goals, strengths and opportunities during this crucial time.
Read more of David Lively’s articles posted to the furninfo.com
website. You can reach him by calling 740.415.3192 or email
him at davidL@furninfo.com. David has offered free phone
consultations to any FURNITURE WORLD readers who would like
to talk about topics related to family business transition.
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Who’s Winning The

MATTRESS WARS?

How do you translate the power of national mattress branding into retail sales?
Marketing Techniques by Larry Mullins

“

L

et me tell you Larry. Sealy and
Simmons are very concerned about
the growing percentage of our high
end mattress business that is going
to Tempur-Pedic. Very concerned.” This
was a comment made by a very strong
mattress retailer in the Midwest speaking
to me recently.
Should these mattress giants be concerned? Some say that Sealy and
Simmons have lost the high ground. The

high-end ground, that is. There was a
time when Sealy Posturepedic and
Simmons Beautyrest were synonymous
with mainstream high end bedding.
There was a time when retailers did not
use prices to advertise Posturepedic and
Beautyrest. No one discounted the products. Now the mainstream customer
interested in a high end mattress often
thinks Tempur-Pedic. Now it’s TempurPedic prices that are not advertised and
products that are not discounted.
How did this happen? TempurPedic’s emergence and branding
power did not happen overnight. In
fact, the “modern revolutionary,
space age” product has been
lolling around in plain sight for
nearly twenty years. It is a good
product, to be sure. But TempurPedic is not a revolutionary new
product, it is rather a modern miracle in brilliant marketing. TempurPedic did not defeat Simmons
Beautyrest and Sealy Posturepedic
who are still fighting it out in the

tactical, blood-red ocean of mattress
wars. Tempur-Pedic made them irrelevant
to a certain consumer demographic by
defining and branding for itself an
uncontested, strategic Blue Ocean with
virtually no competition. How did
Tempur-Pedic do this?
The answer to that question is the
theme of this article. This answer is most
important to the independent retailer who
wants to understand and profit big time
from this revolution. Wrapped up in
Tempur-Pedic’s grand strategy are many
of the simple principles that can lift a
struggling home furnishings business wise
enough to adopt them to new levels of
success. These principles include Blue
Ocean strategy and the concept of
branding with a killer USP, a Unique
Selling Proposition. The smart independent retailers who master this style of
strategic thinking will likely be standing
when this period of uncertainty and
recession ends.
I’ve written about Blue Ocean strategy
at length and will not reprise it here. (See

Selling high-end with only
features, benefits & dreams
The trick that Mattress1One achieves is they use their advertising to establish their
preeminence as the Tempur-Pedic experts, so they don't sell Tempur-Pedic for all the
other dealers who sell it. Mattress1One did not even need to hire a top copywriter to
blow away their competitors. All they need do is use some of the best advertising
writers in the world, those of Tempur-Pedic, and add a brilliant spin to make sure they
are established as the place to buy the product. No prices, but every week TempurPedic is the star of the show in Mattress1One flyers.
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“Mattress1One are smart marketers.
They make separate appeals to the low end
price prospect and the mainstream high end
prospect in their flyers.”
Furniture World articles from August
2006
http://bit.ly/g0PfDa
and
September 2006 http://bit.ly/ebOYOi.
Suffice to say that Blue Ocean is about
using your time and imagination to create uncontested market space that will
make the big boxes and other competitors irrelevant. Blue Ocean is based
upon a study of 150 strategic moves
spanning more than 100 years and 30
different industries. According to this
study, a heroic branding success can
only be sustained if the company continues to innovate. Historic turnarounds
and revolutionary strategic coups all followed a repeatable Blue Ocean pattern.
Once you understand the pattern, you
can apply Blue Ocean strategies to your
business with repeatable success.
Great branding begins with a great
product. Next comes marketing with a
killer USP (Unique Selling Proposition).
This opens an inlet into a Blue Ocean of
opportunity. Then there is a relentless,
consistent process of promotion until the
brand is integrated into the public psyche. But, hold on! Don’t other major
bedding brands have great products?
Aren’t their national ads powerful? Didn’t
they once dominate the mainstream high
end market with their own powerful
USPs? How did they lose ground?

BEAUTYREST BREAKS
INTO A BLUE OCEAN
Simmons Beautyrest introduced the
revolutionary pocketed coils springs in
1925 and enjoyed a Blue Ocean advantage for quite a while. Simmons acquired
endorsements from Henry Ford, Thomas
Edison and Eleanor Roosevelt. Movie
star Dorothy Lamour praised the virtues
of sleeping on Pocketed Coil springs.
Startling ads featured circus elephants
on a Beautyrest in the 50s. The famous
bowling ball ad of 1995 presaged
Tempur-Pedic’s later wine glass demonstration of how the product eliminated
motion transfer. But, there was little dramatic innovation for the product. Sealy
Posturepedic began to capture market
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Ocean status is safe.

share.

A COMPETITOR
FROM SEALY, TEXAS

TEMPUR-PEDIC DISCOVERS
ITS USP AND BLUE OCEAN

Sealy mattresses started back in 1881
when a cotton gin builder filled a request
for a cotton filled mattress. More
requests came in and eventually the
owner developed several patents, including a machine that compressed cotton.
He sold his patents fifteen years later to
a Texas Company that retained the
brand name of Sealy. Not long after, an
advertising slogan created national
attention: “Sleeping on a Sealy is like
sleeping on a cloud.” Sealy weathered
the Great Depression, and they even
managed to innovate a new product
idea–an innerspring mattress with a
smooth, Button-Free top. Most recently,
Sealy has added progressive latex and
memory foams to their sleep surfaces.
They have now introduced “Individually
Wrapped” coils, and have added titanium coils. These are certainly not Blue
Ocean innovations, but with broader
distribution, Sealy has the edge over
Beautyrest in market share.

Tempur-Pedic marketing is not very
entertaining. It is not really hip. But
Tempur-Pedic does three things that its
competitors do not.

BOTTOM LINE:
Simmons Beautyrest and Sealy
Posturepedic produce fine products.
Both do a good job in national advertising. Their presence on Facebook and
Sealy’s targeted social networking initiative are a definite plus. The jury is still out
on Sealy’s new advertising campaign
designed to reach the younger generation. Sealy’s use of slightly naughty
phrases like “Whatever you do in bed,
Sealy supports it” and “It’s better on
springs” are perhaps cute and entertaining for some tastes, but will they sell mattresses? And, could phrases like these be
used in a retail sales presentation?
Personally, I believe most women, even
younger ones, prefer phrases like
Beautyrest’s: “Togetherness is optional.”
Regardless, from my perspective,
Tempur-Pedic need not be concerned.
We will now explore why their Blue

Tempur-Pedic uses tried and true evidence-based advertising methods consistently and with great skill. On their
website, in their TV commercials, in their
print, their mailings, in everything they
do they are driven by a consistent and
relentless consumer-based strategy.
Investing in a mattress is serious business. Customers come into stores presold, and loaded with catch words and
phrases like: “space age” “NASA” “no
pressure points” “no motion transfer”
and on and on. As a result, more and
more mainstream customers perceive
Tempur-Pedic as the high end bed that
will provide them the best sleep.
Tempur-Pedic’s USP is clear and
unswerving: “We completely did away
with traditional springs in our mattresses
in favor of a radical new material that
was generally unknown at the time. We
work hard to ensure our pricing is consistent no matter where you buy, so
you’re not pressured to buy only for a
cheap price. Tempur-Pedic is the most
recommended bed in America. We warranty all of our larger products because
it’s the right thing to do (and because we
know they’ll last a long time).”
There you have it. Tempur-Pedic eliminated the springs. The implication is that
other companies attempt to copy them
by padding with “memory foam,” while
Tempur-Pedic “spent years perfecting a
NASA® invention into TEMPUR material.” They even have an elaborate comparison chart on their website showing
how superior TEMPUR material is to the
old-fashioned memory foam. Finally,
they use “risk reversal” with the most liberal warranty in the business. Lots of buzz
words and lots of information for the bet-
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From a Single Case of Bulbs...
To a National Account Program
• Save Energy Costs
• Sustainable Lighting Source
• Lighting Design Services
• Great Bulb Prices
• Furniture Lighting Experts

Service lamp has worked with you for nearly 40 years providing innovative
lighting fixtures, balasts, bulbs and lighting services. We understand the
impact sustainable lighting can have on your bottom line. We know how to
help maintain your lighting system and make it more economical.

SERVICE LAMP IS YOUR FULL SERVICE LIGHTING SOURCE.

Call us today at 800-222-LAMP
See us at High Point Market
NHFA Retail Resource Center - Plaza Suites
April 2-7

PHILIPS
sense and simplicity

Service Lamp Corp.
the accent is on service
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“Consider applying some of your own evidencebased selling copy to your other bedding offers.
Strive to become the preeminent mattress expert
in your market area.”
ter educated, higher income prospect.
On request they will mail you a free kit
showing the benefits of sleeping on a
Tempur-Pedic mattress, with a certificate
good for a free 90 night in-home tryout
and a sample of TEMPUR pressurerelieving material.
Perhaps most important of all,
Tempur-Pedics’s unique marketing
dynamics trickle down to the Retail level.
Retail Salespersons use the Tempur-Pedic
buzz words. Print advertising often uses
the Tempur-Pedic’s carefully crafted

copy. For example, Florida based retailer Mattress1One consistently advertises
“all the famous brands”–Tempur-Pedic,
Sealy, Stearns and Foster, Serta,
Restonic, and Therapedic. The people at
Mattress1One are smart marketers. They
make separate appeals to the low end
price prospect and the mainstream high
end prospect in their flyers. [Note: When
I researched this article, a very astute
sales manager told me that today’s customer is generally either price-driven or
quality-driven, there is very little in

between. He said you may get a pricedriven customer to step up a notch or
two. However, the old idea of putting a
price-driven customer on a high end
mattress before taking them to the advertised low end product is no longer working. In his judgment, the middle of the
road bedding prospect has virtually vanished in his market.]
The most intriguing thing to me about
the Mattress1One approach, however, is
the fact that they use very little product
information and virtually not a word of
benefit copy for their price-driven products (and this includes Sealy
Posturepedic, Simmons Beautyrest and
Serta Perfect Sleeper). On the other
hand, for Sealy’s Stearns and Foster and
Embody they use some product information and benefits, but no prices, only
coupons with discounts in dollar
amounts (not percentages). However, the
star of the Mattress1One show is
Tempur-Pedic. This is true every week,
and this is where they really capture the
higher-end customer. Not with discounts,
unless they are Tempur-Pedic approved
specials. Not with bonus items such as
“free” pillows, unless they are also
Tempur-Pedic approved. Never with
prices, their competitors have the same
price.

SELLING WITH FEATURES,
BENEFITS AND DREAMS
The trick that Mattress1One achieves
is they use their advertising to establish
their preeminence as the Tempur-Pedic
experts, so they don’t sell Tempur-Pedic
for all the dealers who have it. (I should
pause here to assert that in my judgment
that mattress specialty stores could not
exist if full line home furnishings retailers
did a better job of marketing mattresses.)
Mattress1One did not even need to hire
a top copywriter to blow away their competitors. All they do is use some of the
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“I’m so confident you’ll
love my software you
can try it for 6 months

FREE!

”

Jerry Says...

Furniture POS Software
Experience the Power and Simplicity

Best POS

Best Inventory

Best Service Module

• So easy to use it’s “brainless”.
• Custom Special Orders.
• Prompts you through the sale.

• Nothing falls thru the cracks.
• Absolute control over your
Inventory.

• Direct email request to factories
with pictures.
• Easily finds customer’s items.

Best Integrated Accounting

Best Purchase Orders

Best Installment Financing

A/P; Payroll; Banking & G/L.

• Automatically creates PO’s
and emails to factory.
• Tracks overdue orders
• Ashley Direct PO Integration
and stock availability.

• Seamless integration with POS
so easy your salespeople can
do it!
• Automatically prints coupon
books.
• Credit Apps and Credit Bureau
recording.

Or Quick Book Integration
Immediate Posting to Quick Book.

VISIT US IN OUR

NEW SPACE LAS VEGAS
Bldg. C - 4th Floor

Call Jerry Today

800•884•0806

And Best Features

1731 Treyborne Circle, Commerce, MI 48390
248-669-9512 • www.customdesignsoftware.net
*See Order Form for complete offer details.

Online PO’s
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• The most highly recommended
bed in America.
• There are over 4 million TempurPedic owners! They're young, old
and everything in-between …
AND they're more satisfied than
owners of any traditional mattress brand. So satisfied, in fact,
they tell an average of 14 others
about their Tempur-Pedic bed.

A lot of sell is
compacted into the
small drop-in.
• Instantly becomes soft where you
want it and firm where you need it
to conform perfectly to and support
your exact body contours.

• Come in today to find out how
you can start getting the best
sleep of your life tonight!

• Reduces tossing and turning by
relieving painful pressure points
and increasing circulation.

Claims supported
by additional
information.

• Promotes undisturbed, deep
and rejuvenating sleep while
absorbing any disrupting
movements of your partner.

• The ultimate in pillowy softness, the
support you need to fully relax, and
an elegantly appointed cover create a
truly luxurious sleep experience.

The TEMPUR-Cloud Luxe has luxuriously deep, extra-soft
TEMPUR-ES material that ‘Hugs’ your body for an extravagantly
soft feel. If you're looking for ultimate softness along with
Tempur-Pedic support, this is the perfect choice. The sleep
experience you've been waiting for is finally here.

best advertising writers in the world,
those of Tempur-Pedic, and add a brilliant spin to make sure they are established as the place to buy the product.
To establish their preeminence,
Mattress1One uses this line of copy:
“FLORIDA’S TEMPUR-PEDIC SUPERSTORE.”
Then they devote a generous amount
of space to Tempur-Pedic product fea-

• Recommended by 25,000
healthcare professionals worldwide.
• Unsurpassed durability backed by a
20-year limited warranty.

tures, benefits, and buzz lines. Check
these out, all taken from a recent singlesheet newspaper insert:
•“The most highly recommended bed
in America”
•“There are over 4 million TempurPedic owners! They’re young, old
and everything in-between … AND
they’re more satisfied than owners of
any traditional mattress brand. So

Finding GREAT

All these benefits and
product points plus
four illustrations, a
free pillow offer and
four appearances of
the Tempur-Pedic
logo are in this single
Mattress1One ad.
satisfied, in fact, they tell an average
of 14 others about their Tempur-Pedic
bed.”
•“Come in today to find out how you
can start getting the best sleep of
your life tonight!”
•“Give us 7 minutes and we’ll change
your life”
• “Ask our Tempur-Pedic experts for

PEOPLE Is What We Do!

Furniture Team is your top talent recruiting solution! From mid-level managers to
top executives in retail, wholesale, and distribution--let us find the best candidates
for you. We will access, qualify, interview, evaluate, and secure potential candidates to help you get the best team possible.
• We work with home furnishings companies nationwide and abroad.
• We not only find great candidates for you, we can also assist in the offer/
negotiation and transition processes.
• We have worked with over 200 client companies in 10 years.
• Member, NFHA and WHFA.

Furniture Team Management Recruiting, Inc.
Call Pete Tomeck today! 717-361-7858 • www.furniture-team.com • pete@furniture-team.com
"I put my name on the line with each placement!--Pete Tomeck, President - Member, SHRM
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Mattress1One uses a strong UPS
(Unique Selling Proposition) to
establish their preeminence in
points. They have fifty stores in Florida
the market.
alone. [This in spite of one of the most
There is no feature-benefit tie-in with price-driven offers, just price item
displays and label headlines in the Mattress1One advertising piece
shown in its entirety on the first page of this article.

your FREE 7-Minute Rest Test …
including a demonstration of the
TEMPUR advanced Ergo system.”
They then have a long list of benefits
and product points plus four illustrations,
a free pillow offer and four appearances
of the Tempur-Pedic logo were in a single advertisement! (See Exhibit.)
Now, consider this. Mattress1One
gave Tempur-Pedic the most space, the
most logo exposure, the most illustrations, and 248 words of powerful selling
copy. Sealy’s Embody and Stearns and

Foster got about 30 words of copy each.
The other brands got label headlines
and prices, and not one single word
describing a benefit. Yet Simmons, Sealy
and Serta have nothing to complain
about. They long ago abandoned evidence-based selling copy in their national advertising. Where is a retail store
supposed to pick it up?
Because of this strategy Mattress1One
does a brilliant job of capturing a large
portion of market share for both higher
end products and promotional price

outrageous price guarantees out there:
“Dare to Compare Price Guarantee …
At Mattress1One we will meet or beat
the price on an identical set on any competitor’s advertised price, or it’s FREE!”

STRATEGY OVERWHELMS
TACTICS EVERY TIME
The high end mattress market segment
has been expanding rapidly in recent
years. The trend is likely to continue as
the baby boom generation gets older.
According to the International Sleep
Products Association, better beds going
for $1,000 and more were 13.5 percent
of the market in 2000, but last year the
category rose to 20.6 percent. In addition, specialty bedding has been growing
at a much faster pace than the general
mattress industry. The recession has not
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Have You Ever Heard?
“But Boss, the traffic died right after you left.”

See Trax For the Facts!
Trax Features:
• Accurate Front Door Traffic Counter.
• Internet based real-time reporting.
• Establish an exact conversion rate.
• Measures traffic trends over time.
• Identifies over and under staffing.
• Increases advertising efficiency.
• Sales & management reports.
• Simple integrated electronic solution.
• Tracks store and individual sales goals.
TRAX Traffic Counters do more than just count store traffic. Choose from
reports that help you manage your customers, sales force and business.
Shown are the “Hot Zone” and “Revenue Per Guest” reports.

Increase Revenues
and Know Your Business Better

Call TRAXsales
(888)646-5462
or email daniel@traxsales.com
Tel: 713-466-7177
www.TRAXsales.com

TRAXsales Guarantee: The only people counter company with a 90 day buy-back.
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THE MATTRESS WARS
seemed to slow their increase in market
share.
What the independent retailer needs
to consider is a strategy to cash in on this
trend. In its heyday, Curtis Bros. Furniture
of Washington, D. C. dominated its high
end mattress market by claiming the USP
title: “Curtis Bros. is Beautyrest
Headquarters.” No one contested this.
Mattress1One claims to be “Florida’s
Tempur-Pedic Superstore.” That’s not a
bad Unique Selling Proposition. If you
have the display space, consider adopting an idea like that.
I believe that mattress manufacturers
have too long been obsessed with endless tactical advertising cycles of “breaking through” to get the public’s attention
with superficial messages. The modern
consumer is more informed, tougher,
and has a greater hunger for legitimate
content than any time in history. This

leaves it up to creative retailers to craft
messages that are pertinent, truthful,
wholesome, and benefit-abundant.
Buying a mattress is serious business.
The most productive path for a retailer who wants to turn manufacturer
branding into sales is to consider ways to
resonate with their strategy on the retail
level. Persistence pays. It took a long
time for Tempur-Pedic to become an
overnight success. But once they reached
the tipping point with their innovation
and service-rendering, benefit-rich copy,
there was no stopping them. Consider
applying some of your own evidencebased selling copy to your other bedding
offers. Strive to become the preeminent
mattress expert in your market area.

Larry Mullins is a contributing editor
for Furniture World and has 30+ years
experience on the front lines of furniture
marketing. Larry’s mainstream executive

experience, his creative work with promotion specialists, and mastery of advertising principles have established him as
a foremost expert in furniture marketing.
His turnkey High-Impact programs
produce legendary results for everything
from cash raising events to profitable exit
strategies. His newest books, THE
METAVALUES BREAKTHROUGH and
IMMATURE PEOPLE WITH POWER …
How to Handle Them have recently been
released by Morgan James Publishing.
Joe Girard, “The World’s Greatest
Salesman” said of this book: “If I had
read Larry Mullins’ book when I started
out, I would have reached the top much
sooner than I did.”
Larry is founder and CEO of
UltraSales, Inc. and can be reached
directly at 904.794.9212. See more articles by Larry at www.furninfo.com or
www.ultrasales.com.
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Successful Retail Furniture Store

NEW MEDIA MARKETING
Part 1: Inexpensively Drive Furniture Buyers Into Your Store.
Furniture Marketing by Mike Root

C

hances are, if you are using the
same old advertising you have
always used, your store will
remain invisible to many consumers looking to buy furniture. They will
not find your store or your offers. The consumers’ evolving use of the Internet and
all things related have caused a seismic
change in the way customers pay attention to media and shop for furniture. So, if
a complete internet, social media and
“new media” strategy is not part of your
marketing plan, you will be leaving sales
in your marketplace to your competitors.
Back in the 80’s and early 90’s when I
was a furniture retailer, most traditional
furniture stores advertised primarily with
newspaper ads, yellow pages, radio and
TV if they could afford it. Bigger stores ran
pre-print circulars and direct mail campaigns, but most marketing took a shot
gun approach --- Spread the word and
hope the message falls on the right ears.
Back then, there were not a lot of other
options, but today, thanks to the Internet,
there are many “New Media” marketing

solutions.

WASTING AD DOLLARS
Every month I paid out 10’s of thousands of dollars for TV and Radio spots. It
drove me nuts to not be able to determine
exactly what advertising message was
bringing in a specific customer.
For example, if we ran a hot priced
room package and had a great response,
did the TV spots bring them in, the radio
spots or the newspaper? Or maybe somebody was new to town and did not hear
any message, but rather saw an ad in the
yellow pages. The advertising agency told
me that it was the combination of all
media that created the great sales, and
they may have been right. But I knew that
I wasted a ton of money on ineffective
media buys. Does that sound like your
dilemma?
For many in the furniture retail business,
an inordinate amount of money is still
spent on mass media that is tough to
track. Since my days as a furniture retailer, I’ve discovered some incredibly awe-

some “New Media” marketing ways to
reach out to prospects and customers
inexpensively.
This series of articles will share with you
direct response strategies utilizing New
Media marketing to nurture prospects and
turn them into long time customers. First
let’s discuss what New Media marketing
is, the power of the numbers, and how
you should be shifting some of your marketing dollars out of traditional mass
media communications into New Media
marketing solutions.
Future articles will discuss specific cost
effective marketing solutions like High
Definition Web TV, hyper-active social
media, integrated email campaigns and
direct response websites. These topics
sound formidable, but they are actually a
lot less challenging than writing a big
check every month to pay for traditional
mass media advertising you are not sure
works.
Most furniture retailers have difficulty
communicating the incredible value and

Slumberland Furniture In
Springfield MO, a franchisee
of Slumberland has a video
web page to help boost their
search engine rankings.
When prospects click on the
“Click here for Our Special
Offer” link, they are taken to
an opt-in form. After filling in
name and email address,
prospects receive a coupon
for a really strong front end
offer. Take a moment to visit
www.slumberlandspfld.com
and you’ll see how it works.
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“Future articles will discuss marketing solutions like High Definition Web TV,
hyper active social media, integrated email campaigns & direct response websites.”
unbelievable benefits that consumers
receive along with purchase of new home
furnishings. Today’s consumer has no
idea how good a deal they are getting,
and it is our job as an industry to help
them understand the values. New Media
marketing can cost effectively transmit this
message while building customer relationships and helping to turn those prospects
into buyers.

NEW MEDIA DEFINED
Now that we are all on the same page,
let’s first make the distinction between traditional mass media and New Media.

Traditional mass media communication is
designed to reach and influence large
numbers of people at the same time.

Mass media’s major drawback besides
the ability to quantify results is its high
cost in many markets.

Besides blanketing every person in a
market with your message, traditional
mass media’s biggest benefit is that it is a
huge source of credibility. When customers see a store advertised on TV they
assume that the store has a degree of
dominance in the marketplace. When they
see a storeowner being interviewed on
“Good Morning America” or a local news
station, they mentally assign a degree of
expertise to that owner and his or her
store.

New Media marketing, in contrast, is
designed to reach and influence highly
targeted prospects through the use of
online resources like websites, internet
advertising, social media, emails and
online video. Not only can retailers control their costs better, but the results are
more trackable. New Media marketing
solutions like Google, You Tube, and
Facebook are also much more effective in
appealing to a younger generation of
shoppers by providing the instant informa-
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At left is a sample coupon for the Slumberland of Springfield
website offer described earlier in this article.

“You can tell your story completely so that
when customers walk through the door all
they are coming to do is touch the product,
sit on the sofa and finalize the sale.”
$9.15 billion in net sales. Both now provide excellent market places for retailers
to sell products and test new items.

tion and credibility they need and want in
the shopping experience.
What is so incredible about New Media
marketing is just that --- it’s new. Less
than 20 years ago most of what are the
shiny objects in marketing today, did not
exist.
Amazon was founded in 1994, the
same year I left retail. In 2010 they reported $34.2 billion in sales. EBay came
along in 1995 and last year alone did
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Google was founded in 1998 and is
responsible for 34,000 searches per second; 2 million per minute; 121 million per
hour; 3 billion searches per day. Today
Google is our most powerful advertising
platform, matching customers looking for
answers with companies and resources
that can help solve problems.
Or consider the power of social media.
Facebook was founded in 2004 and as of
this writing has over 600,000,000 users.
You Tube was founded in 2005, was
bought by Google in 2006, and now over
2 billion videos a day are watched on the
site. Finally, Twitter was founded in 2006

and now has 190,000,000 users.
Marketing and advertising opportunities have been created to monetize these
Internet juggernauts. Only those furniture
retailers who know how to use these New
Media marketing tools will be able to,
going forward, help potential customers
to find their products and home furnishings solutions.

CREATING CREDIBILITY &
MANAGING DOWNSIDE RISK
Most furniture retailers understand that
it is important to have an optimized website to attract the attention of prospects
looking for products. Unfortunately, this
also allows very quick price comparisons
that has the potential to turn many of your
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NEW MEDIA MARKETING
products into commodity items.
If a customer is interested in buying a
dinette set, she can search for it on
Google, or alternative search engine, and
find all kinds of dinette sets listed for sale.
If she finds a compelling reason to visit
your store, and decides to visit, she will be
armed with information including the
approximate item price.
On one hand, the technology of the
Internet is awesome because it allows
Main Street furniture retailers to effectively
and economically get the word out about
their offerings to potential customers. The
negative, of course, is that Main Street
stores need to be price competitive with a
much larger group of retailers including
big box and e-commerce shops.
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If you are an independent home furnishings retailer that doesn’t want to be
put out of business by competitors, some
not even located in you local community,
you must redouble your efforts to sell your
unique benefits. Your advertising focus
should be less about selling products
whose price can easily be compared, and
more about helping prospects to want to
visit your store instead of an unknown
retailer they found trolling the Internet.
Some ammunition you can use to create credibility and goodwill are: the history of the store, your customer service philosophy, third party testimonials, customer
referrals and how the store stands behind
its products. These points should be
repeated in all your advertising and marketing, but the credibility factor is even

more important on the Internet. The customer searching for information there
needs to know you are a legitimate, professional and friendly retailer and not a fly
by night scam artist.
When making a purchase, consumers
are always concerned about price, but
that generally is not the most important
concern, so please make a big effort to
communicate the benefits of doing business with your store.

CONVENIENCE
New Media streams such as Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube and even your own website serve one primary purpose: convenience for your customers. Nowadays customers are able to “shop” ten, twenty, and
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New Media can be entertaining and or
informative. Shown are screen shots from
IKEA’s many quirky and funny videos posted
to YouTube. Also shown is a full lenth video
interview with Henco Furniture from the
FurnitureWorldTV.com website. More on
using video to reach customers in later
installments in this series.

more stores by simply doing a Google
search and checking the websites that pop
up on the first page. If they find you
there and visited your virtual store presence through your website, Facebook fan
page, landing page or other online
media, they already have a good feel for
your store and what you offer.
Social media is a way for customers to
interact with the store owners directly. If a
customer has a great experience at your
store or is excited about a new purchase,
then she’s very likely to promote you via
Facebook post, tweet to her followers,
blogging or through one of the many ratings services (which also appear on
Google’s first page by the way).
Unfortunately she can hold the same discussion with her friends online when she
has a poor experience or gets poor quality merchandise.
Social media tools interact with each
other to provide customers with real
insight into your business: the products,
the service, and the overall experience of
working and doing business with you.
People do business with people they know,
like and trust. New Media marketing tools
make it infinitely easier for customers to

“Tie your message
into what’s going on in
the prospect’s world,
make it entertaining,
and capture your
customers’ attention
so you can begin that
sales dialogue.”
decipher who they know, like and trust. I
like to think of it as word-of-mouth marketing 2.0.
There are some really important additional features of new media marketing
that you should to be aware of.

THE POWER OF VIDEO
Once you have all your platforms
established and synced, it’s infinitely easi-

The Bolger Group
Warehouse-Delivery-Transportation Management Consultants
• Increase Productivity - Plan Warehouse Growth •
• Fix Service Problems - Tighten Controls •

Call 740-503-8875
3146 Maple Ave., Millersport OH 43046-9740
www.bolgergroup.com • email dbolger@bolgergroup.com
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er and more cost effective to reach people
in your target market. You get a lot more
value for each dollar invested due to the
high volume of traffic and exposure it creates for your store and your message.
Consider for example YouTube videos
cost virtually nothing. On most social
media platforms including YouTube,
accounts are free to set up. Putting your
first video up requires a minimum investment of about $150 for an inexpensive
Flip or Kodak camera.
If you do it right, video allows potential
customers to enter your store already
knowing more about your merchandise,
your services, and people than any mass
media advertisement could ever convey.
You can tell your story completely so that
when customers walk through the door, all
they are coming to do is touch the product, sit on the sofa and finalize the sale.
Consider also that your mass media
advertising will drive prospects to your
website to do further research and get the
full story.

ENTERTAINMENT VALUE
New media marketing is as much about
entertainment as anything else. People are
on the Internet, playing online games,
chatting in social media, watching
YouTube videos and much more all for the
sake of entertainment. Where possible, tie
your message into what’s going on in the
prospects’ world, make it entertaining,
and capture your customers’ attention so
you can begin that sales dialogue.
The one absolutely critical element
about this is that you must get started now.
Every day there are many more new features, applications, and strategies that are
being developed to inexpensively help
retailers get messages to their target audience. Think about how you can redeploy
some of your traditional “mass media”
expenditures in favor of an investment in
“New Media” marketing solutions.
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The next few articles in this series will provide
details about specific New Media marketing
tools so that you can apply each one to your
retail business. The next issue will detail one of
the most interesting ways furniture retailers can
showcase their products, store and expertise -Web TV. Both Furniture World Magazine and
my company are broadcasting WebTV shows.
Additional tips and tricks from our experiences
will be posted to www.FurnitureWorldTV.com
and www.GetCustomers.TV.
Mike Root is Founder of Get Customers Right
Now, a marketing company that provides
online marketing systems, promotional campaigns, and premium incentive ideas. His
techniques are designed to help retailers build
sales through the use of low cost and no cost
direct response marketing strategies. Visit his
website GetCustomersRightNow.com to get a
free resource for furniture retailers entitled “7
Little Known Customer Acquisition Strategies
You Can Quickly Implement To Get New
Customers And Explode Your Income That Your
Competition Hopes You Never Discover.”
Mike and his son, Jay along with Huey the
Marketing Dog also host a free WebTV show
called
Get
Customers
TV
(www.GetCustomers.TV) that spotlights the best
of the best customer acquisition strategies for
retailers. The show features helpful tips and
tricks furniture retailers can use to spend less
money on marketing while attracting more of
new prospects.
Mike also is President of Furniture Sales of
Mid-America, a furniture wholesale and rep
company in the Midwest and Rocky Mountain
states. He serves on the Executive Committee
of the IHFRA and is a third generation furniture
guy with experience in retail, wholesale and
rental. He was recognized by the SBA as an
Entrepreneur of the Year, and his furniture retail
stores were honored by the Omaha Chamber
of Commerce as one of the Top 25 Fastest
Growing Enterprises three years in a row. He
has been recognized by national furniture factories for sales excellence more than 15 times.
Free articles, blogs and instructional videos
can be found at www.MikeRoot.com. Questions
about this article or any advertising or marketing topic can be directed to him care of
Furniture World at mroot@furninfo.com.
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Manual Techniques For

MOVING FURNITURE

Manual moving techniques for increasing productivity and preventing injuries.
Delivery, Warehousing, Logistics by Dan Bolger & Ken Ackerman

F

or thousands of years, humans
have handled cargo manually.
Visitors to ancient structures in
Egypt and Peru are mystified by
ancient peoples’ apparent ability to lift
and move heavy materials without
mechanical aids.
In our current era of robotics and
other high-tech solutions, it is easy to
overlook the necessity and importance of
manual handling. In many stages along
the furniture warehouse and delivery
route, impediments to proper handling
exist. In crowded warehouses there may
not be sufficient space to allow mechanical handling. Furniture wrapping or cartoning may provide minimal protection
when handled with conventional fork
lifts. In customers’ homes the challenge
isn’t the final mile, but rather the final
100 feet. Crews delivering furniture and
appliances to residences, stores or
offices have to contend with vehicle
unloading, stairways, narrow doors, tight
corners and low headroom clearances.

Pictured is a wide carpeted
handtruck backrest to
simplify handling wood
furniture with appropriate
straps. Mobile cart minimizes
wasted travel time as the
worker has all supplies
conveniently close by.

During warehouse operations consulting assignments I see many operations
where low productivity within the warehouse and “final mile” delivery can be
magically improved by applying simple
techniques of ancient workers.
The problem of excessive number of
workers compensation claims in our
industry can be addressed as well with
simple, common sense inventory placement techniques and training. Manual
handling is unavoidable.
Good ergonomics is the business of
helping people work smarter, not harder.
It requires arrangement of the work to
minimize the possibility of excess fatigue
and personal injury. Ergonomics is of
particular importance in manual handling, simply because the process offers
a major risk of injury.
While prevention of injuries is an
important motivator for good ergonomics, another important benefit is
improved productivity. When the work is

easier to perform, people are more productive. When management arranges
the workplace efficiently, workers get the
job done with less physical effort and
therefore are able to move more pounds
of cargo every day.
One way to improve ergonomics is to
avoid any condition that causes a strain
in manual handling. Twisting is particularly dangerous if it is done while lifting
or handling cargo. Repetitive motions
can cause injury, commonly called
cumulative trauma disorder or CTD. Use
common sense and consider the following practices.
• Minimize situations which cause the
worker to stoop to the floor or reach
overhead while handling cargo.
• Plan the location of, for example,
merchandise that is typically sold
together, to minimize walking distances.
• Perform order picking in a “Z” pat-

“Rotating jobs every
few hours has distinct
advantages.”
One dollie can be placed under a small dresser;
two under larger dressers and cabinets. Spacers can
be placed on dollies to keep sofa legs and skirts clear
of the floor. With proper use of manual equipment,
one person can do the work of two with less effort.
Order picker’s deck is placed slightly above the rack
deck to increase productivity and reduce effort when
unloading.
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“Fast movers or tough to handle items should be placed in the “golden zone”.
tern. The picker selects from one side
of the aisle and then immediately
selects merchandise directly across
the aisle.
Magline, Inc. a manufacturer of manual handling equipment, describes the
ergonomic challenges this way:
What is the difference between a
weightlifter and a route driver?
• The average delivery crew will lift
about 24,000 pounds per day.
• Weightlifters stretch before and after
they lift weights, most drivers do not.
• Weightlifters give their muscles a min-

imum one day break to recuperate.
• Delivery crews continue to use muscles, creating repetitive strain.
Within the warehouse, rotating jobs
every few hours has distinct advantages.
Job rotation allows workers to do different tasks and minimizes the possibility
that a repetitive lifting situation could
cause injury. It also allows workers to
cross train and develop new skills, avoiding boredom. Jobs should be designed
for micro-breaks, and workers should be
trained to use these breaks to plan ahead
as well as to avoid fatigue.
Attention to proper slotting is essential

to improve ergonomics by minimizing
stretching and bending. Fast movers or
tough to handle items should be placed
in the “golden zone”. This is the height
between an average worker’s belt and
shoulder. Control of inbound put-away is
necessary to maintain the golden zone.
Placing the order picker’s platform
slightly above the rack deck when
unloading tall items reduces the effort to
transfer merchandise. When retrieving
merchandise, put the order picker’s deck
slightly below the rack deck to increase
productivity and reduce effort. Automatic
retracting safety harnesses are far more
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Shoulder harness
straps can be of great
benefit for handling
large furniture and
appliance items when
combined with proper
lifting techniques.

Homemade headboard cart
works equally well with mirrors
and bed frames or side boards
can be placed within the V.
“Sofa cab” trolley is useful
for manual handling with
minimum effort. Photo supplied
by Arc-Way.

Removable wheeled carts on
order pickers can save labor in
larger DC’s and are especially
effective where they can be
placed in trains for longer haul
transport to the delivery lane.

effective than straps.
Manual handling can be enhanced by
using a cart or trolley on casters to make
cargo easier to push or pull. Sometimes
a two wheel hand truck is adequate but
the addition of a wider carpeted backrest
simplifies handling wood furniture with
appropriate straps. Some hand trucks
are designed to go up and down stairs
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yet they are not frequently seen on furniture delivery trucks.
Check out the photos and captions
that accompany this article for additional tips and techniques. Manual cargo
handling has always been with us and is
likely to be an essential part of warehousing in the future. Following good
ergonomic principles is absolutely criti-

cal, both for safety and productivity.
While the need for manual handling
continues, there is a wide selection of
hardware designed to make the process
easier.
Note: Thanks to my long time fellow
consultant and friend, Ken Ackerman for
his contributions to this article. We have
worked together on many projects to
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MOVING FURNITURE
boost profitability and customer response through logistics, facilities and management. Ken also publishes a
monthly newsletter summarizing newsworthy articles relating to logistics and warehousing. Subscriptions to Ken's
newsletter and his book Warehousing Profitably, 3rd
Edition are available at http://warehousing-forum.com.
Daniel Bolger P.E. provides operations consulting services to clients throughout North America. FURNITURE
WORLD Magazine readers can contact him at
bolger@furninfo.com or phone 740-503-8875. For more
information on transportation, logistics and furniture warehousing topics, go to FURNITURE WORLD Magazine’s
website www.furninfo.com to read all of Dan’s articles.
Pictured below are trolleys for manually moving mattresses
and a handtruck for larger pieces. Photos are from Arc-Way,
manufacturer of furniture trolleys for moving and display.

“Manual handling can be enhanced by
using a cart or trolley on casters to
make cargo easier to push or pull.”
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BEST SELLING BOOKS

Direct From The Bernice Bienenstock Furniture Library
The Furniture
Wars
How America lost a
$50 billion industry.
By Mike Dugan, 450
pages. Soft cover.
$20.99.

How To Build
A Business Warren
Buffet Would Buy:
The RC Willey Story

French Chic
The art of decorating houses by
Florence De
Dampierre. 239
pages, beautifully
illustrated. $50.

25% Off Every Full Priced
Book At These
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IHFC - 11th Floor Hamilton Bridge
Market Square - M8047

By Jeff Benedict. Hard
cover. 168 pages. $19.95

Hundreds of new and out of print books on home furnishings
design, sales, history, trends, construction and more!

Furniture
Retailing 101
A three volume
set: Practical
information on
how the furniture
industry works .
$59.95.

To Order
Call 336-883-4011
E-mail: info@furniturelibrary.com

Plus a huge selection of
50% off books
At the Furniture Library Location:
1009 North Main Street, High Point (Near Krispy Kreme).

Non-Profit - Over 800 Titles For Sale

Subscribe! FURNITURE WORLD Magazine
Six powerful issues.

Subscribe to the print edition and weekly e-newsletter at
www.furninfo.com.
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Sales Reps Wanted
ESF Wholesale Furniture, a contemporary modern furniture
importer and distributor with exclusive rights from well known
European manufacturers is looking for sales representatives
for the following territories: CA, TX, AZ, CO, mid & no. FL,
so. NJ, PA, WA, GA, SC, NC. Contact us at: T. 718-442-7400,
F. 718-442-7476, info@esfwholesalefurniture.com,
www.esfwholesalefurniture.com.
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